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Abstract
The traditional approach employed in the analytical analysis of unsteady state
responses for natural gas reservoirs is firmly based on recasting the reservoir diffusivity
equation in terms of new pseudo variables or pseudofunctions—namely, pseudopressure
and pseudotime—able to render the equation amenable to analytical treatment. Since the
pseudofunction-based approach succeeds in linearizing the equation and hence generating
such required analytical solutions, the recognized inconvenience of these variables in
terms of their units and usual introduction of iteration procedure — is understood to be
their necessary trade-off that comes with the study of natural gas reservoirs. In this study,
we propose a rigorous yet pseudofunctionless density diffusivity equation approach for
the analytical solution of the gas diffusivity equation which is more readily linked to the
fundamental principle of mass conservation. To demonstrate its validity, we discuss
analytical arguments and perform numerical simulations to corroborate performance for
the most widely used inner boundary conditions: constant pressure and constant rate
production. By honoring the proper material balance equations and implementing the
concept of depletion-driven dimensionless parameters, the proposed pseudofunctionless
density equation is found to be able to fully describe reservoir unsteady behavior while
keeping all variables involved in the analysis firmly grounded in physical intuition.
This work also presents another important application of the proposed
pseudofunctionless density diffusivity equation approach—rate decline curve analysis.
Decline curve analysis is the technique most extensively used by engineers in the
evaluation of well performance, production forecasting, and prediction of original fluids
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in place. State-of-the-art natural gas decline curve analysis heavily relies on the use of
liquid (oil) type curves combined with the concepts of pseudopressure and pseudotime
and/or empirical curve fitting of rate-time production data using Arps hyperbolic decline
model. In this study, we present the true decline equation—in its analytical, closed
functional form—that rigorously models production from any gas well producing at
constant pressure under boundary dominated flow (BDF) without the use of
pseudofunctions or empirical concepts from Arps decline models. New-generation
analytical decline equations for boundary dominated flow (BDF) are presented for gas
wells producing at 1) full production potential under true wide-open decline and 2) partial
production potential under less than wide-open decline. The proposed analytical BDF
equation for gas reservoirs producing at full production potential invalidates the
commonly-held assumption that the hyperbolic decline exponent (“b”) proposed by Arps
is subject to empirical determination from gas rate-time data in single-phase volumetric
gas reservoirs. In addition, decline behavior of gas reservoirs producing at partial
production potential or drawdown is shown to exhibit a hyperbolic decline character
during early boundary dominated flow, but exponential decline character at later times.
The proposed model enables the generation of rigorous type-curves for the analysis of
natural gas reservoirs producing at constant pressure and under BDF for both full and
partial production potential. A universal, single-line BDF gas type curve is shown to be
straightforwardly derived for any gas well producing at their full potential. The proposed
analytical model and resulting pseudofunctionless type curves can be used to rigorously
forecast boundary-dominated performance and, more remarkably, predict original gas in
place without: 1) iterative procedures, 2) prior knowledge of reservoir storage properties
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or geological data, 3) pseudo-functional manipulation of rate-time production data
obtained in the field. In addition, another method for the estimation of original gas in
place using the back-tracking of viscosity-compressibility changes is also provided.
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Introduction
The first commercial usage of natural gas has been traced to the Chinese and has
been dated as far back as 2,400 years ago [1]. For this application, the natural gas was
believed to be obtained from shallow wells and transported in bamboo pipes to order to
produce salt from brine in gas-fire evaporators. In the western world, the earliest attempt
of a natural gas commercial application was documented around the 17th century, when
“town gas” (gas manufactured from coal) was used for street and house lighting. Since
then, natural gas has developed into one of the most promising energy sources powering
the world. Data from U.S. Energy Information Administration [2] shows that natural gas
currently supplies one quarter of the total energy consumption of the whole world. In
addition, in its 2011-2035 international energy outlook, natural gas is shown to play an
ever increasing and leading role in the world energy portfolio which is expected to
counteract the decreasing role that liquid oil and coal may play due to reserve constraints
[3]. The natural gas industry is a booming industry, and at times wellhead revenue
generated from natural gas can be even greater than the wellhead revenue generated from
oil production [4]. Understanding natural gas well performance and flow behavior
becomes the steeping stone into a profitable natural gas production campaign. Results
from this analysis have key implications in economic decisions surrounding asset
acquisition and investment planning in hydrocarbon production
Although much of the reservoir engineering technology developed for the
understanding of oil well performance can be applied to gas wells, there still remain
many differences. For instance, the properties of natural gas, especially viscosity and
compressibility, change significantly with pressure, while those of oil can be often treated
1

as constant during depletion operations. Other differences may include Klinkenberg
effect of natural gas [5] due to gas diffusion or slippage [6] and turbulent flow [7]. This
work focuses on the investigation of how depletion-dependent natural gas properties can
be rigorously accounted for, without the implementation of any traditionally defined
variable that lack straightforward physical interpretation. Traditionally, the difficulties
introduced by depletion-dependent natural gas properties in reservoir engineering
analysis are tackled by mathematical manipulation of the variables involved in governing
equations which include the

definition of pseudofunctions [8, 9] and/or the

implementation of empirical well performance equations (e.g., Arps hyperbolic decline
curves [10]). It is of interest in this work to develop an approach to natural gas reservoir
analysis, which possesses both profound physical background and simplicity for practice
engineering while providing rigorous and reliable predictions. The present work is a
summary and implementation of such approach. The developed model eliminates the
need for pseudofunctions for natural gas reservoir engineering and hence is named
pseudofunctionless model. It is shown in this work that this model can successfully and
effectively describe the flow behavior of natural gas wells, and the decline curves derived
from this model can be shown to be extremely convenient for reservoir estimation and
future production prediction.
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Chapter I.

Literature Review

1.1 Pseudofunctional Analysis in Natural Gas Reservoir Engineering
The fundamental principle of mass conservation for the flow of a single phase
through a porous media is typically written, in its differential form, as follows:
∂

−∇ ⋅ ( ρ v ) = (φρ )
∂t

(1)

If the pore is assumed to be incompressible (or the compressibility of pore is
negligible compared with fluid), the substitution of Darcy’s law of into this continuity
equation readily yields the density diffusivity equation which in 1D radial coordinates
becomes:
1 ∂  k ∂ρ 
∂ρ
r
 =φ
r ∂r  µ c ∂r 
∂t

(2)

For a constant viscosity and compressibility fluid, and after the substitution
dρ = cρdp and the typical liquid flow (slightly compressible fluid) assumptions are made,

the 1D radial flow diffusivity equation for a homogeneous and isotropic porous media is:
1 ∂  ∂p  1 ∂p
r  =
r ∂r  ∂r  η ∂t

(3)

where η = k /( µ i ciφ ) is the hydraulic diffusivity where initial values of µi ci are adopted
given that these fluid properties are expected to remain constant for liquid systems.
Historically, the density diffusivity equation shown in (2) has been largely ignored in
favor of the pressure diffusivity equation in (3) because pressure, rather than density, is
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the variable directly measured and monitored in field operations. In dimensionless terms,
equation (3) can be recast as follows:

1 ∂  ∂p D
 rD
rD ∂rD 
∂rD

 ∂p D
 =
 ∂t D

(4)

r
η
, tD =
⋅ t , η = k /( µ i ciφ )
rw
rw2

where: rD =

pD =

( pi − p )

αp

pD =

( pi − p)
α p qD

qD =

µ Bo qsc
,
2π kh α p

(4a)

for a constant pressure (pwf) inner boundary

(4b)

for a constant rate (qsc) inner boundary, where:

(4c)

(4d)

α p = ( pi − p wf ) for a constant pressure (pwf) inner boundary

(4e)

α P = pi

(4f)

for a constant rate (qsc) inner boundary

Fortunately, Equations (3) and (4) are linear and are readily amenable to
analytical treatment and solution. Analytical solutions to these liquid equations are
readily available in the form of type curves, which have become one of the foundations of
reservoir engineering analysis. Starting with the pioneering analytical solutions provided
by Van Everdingen and Hurst [11], such “liquid” partial differential equations have been
extensively analyzed and solved for a myriad of reservoir models and boundary
conditions for the case of oil systems, which include the analysis of infinite-acting
constant rate production in radial systems [12-14], hydraulic fractured wells [15-17],
naturally fractured systems [18, 19], and horizontal wells [20-22], among others. These
works have established the fundamental solutions to the “liquid” diffusivity equation, and
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their results have been widely applied in oil pressure transient analysis. This leads to
significant difficulty on how to most reliability interpret gas reservoir performance based
on the use of type curves or analytical solutions which have been actually developed for
liquid systems.
In natural gas reservoir analysis, the historical challenge has been solving the
highly non-linear gas pressure diffusivity equation counterpart of Equation (3) while fully
honoring the significant change of gas properties that take place during depletion.
Nonlinearities that develop in the gas pressure diffusivity equation are recognized as the
major stumbling block in the analytical analysis of unsteady flow response in gas
reservoirs. Current consensus in the petroleum and natural gas literature [23-31]
advocates the use of pseudofunctions in order to enable linearization and subsequent
analytical analysis of the flow equation. The standard implementation replaces the
pressure and time variables in the liquid flow equation with pseudopressure and
pseudotime functions that account for changes in gas properties with pressure and time.
The pseudopressure function, first introduced by Al-Hussainy et al. [8] is defined as:
p

m( p ) = 2 ∫
0

p
dp
µg Z

(5)

The application of the definition in (5) intends to bring the gas equation back to a
form similar to its liquid counterpart, shown as Equation (6), such that analytical
solutions and type curves developed for liquid systems can be applied. The application of
the pseudopressure concept yields:
1 ∂  ∂m ( p )  φ
∂m( p )
r
 = µ g cg
r ∂r 
∂r  k
∂t

(6)

5

Unfortunately, the sole implementation of the gas pseudopressure does not fully
linearize the pressure diffusivity equation, because of the residual presence of the µ g c g
pressure-dependent term in the right hand side of the pseudopressure diffusivity equation
in (6). Further handling of this equation requires the definition of a reference pressure for
the evaluation of µ g c g . At this point, it is often argued that when dealing with early
infinite-acting data, µ g c g would represent only a weak non-linearity [8, 23, 25]. For
such conditions, reservoirs act like infinite systems—reservoir idealizations that do not
experience depletion in terms of average pressure — and thus, for engineering purposes,
reasonable answers are to be expected from this equation when the term is conveniently
evaluated at initial pressure conditions ( µ gi c gi ) . When boundary effects become
significant, however, Equation (6) becomes a strongly non-linear partial differential
equation and the very significant changes in µ g c g during boundary-dominated depletion
can no longer be ignored. For such conditions, Agarwal [9] first introduced the concept of
a pseudotime defined as:
t

ta = ∫
0

dt
µ g cg

(7)

By introducing the pseudotime variable into Equation (6), the pseudofunctionbased gas diffusivity equation can now be written as:

1 ∂  ∂m( p)  φ ∂m( p)
r
=
r ∂r 
∂r  k ∂ta

(8)

In Equations (7) and thus (8), the term µ g cg must be evaluated at a suitable
reference or average pressure defined at every time — typically taken as the average
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pressure ( p ) over the drainage area. Lee and Holditch [30], through a theoretical
development, demonstrated that Agarwal’s

pseudotime function is indeed able to

effectively linearize the flow equation in (6) and make it the linearized gas equation
analog to the liquid diffusivity equation in (3). Therefore, analytical solutions for
Equations (3) and (8), when subjected to analogous boundary and initial conditions, are
to be expected to be identical when the proper set of dependent and independent variables
are used.
In general, pseudo-functions are understood as convenient and essentially
mathematical definitions that serve the purpose of linearizing the gas flow equation. As
originally defined, pseudo-variables have odd units and very large magnitudes—on the
order of 105 and larger. Any apparent inconvenience involved in working with pseudovariables in terms of reservoir interpretation [23-26, 31]. is regarded as a necessary tradeoff particular to gas analysis. Since the 1980s, attempts have been made to make pseudovariables easier to intuitive interpretation. Meunier, Kabir, and Wittman [31], for
example, formulated the concept of normalized pseudofunctions, which have been
embraced by a number of authors [23, 24, 27-29, 32] because they allow pseudofunctions
to recover the units of the physical variables they represent (pressure, time), by redefining
them as follows:

m ' ( p ) = pi +

µ gi Z i
pi

p

∫
pi

p
dp
µg Z

(9)

t

dt
0 µ g cg

t = µ gi cgi ∫
'
a

(10)
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These definitions lead to the following linearized version of the gas diffusivity
equation:

1 ∂  ∂m' ( p )  1 ∂m' ( p )
r
=
∂r  η ∂t a'
r ∂r 

(11)

with η = k /( µ gi c giφ ) as is the hydraulic diffusivity, with gas fluid properties evaluated
at initial conditions. Equation (11) shows that the new normalized definitions do not
change the linear nature of the pseudofunction-based gas diffusivity equation in (8). The
normalization process succeeds in re-expressing pseudo variables in friendlier, more
familiar units because normalized pseudo-pressure and pseudo-time are forced to retain
the same units as actual pressure and actual time. As a result, interpretation of normalized
pseudo-pressure vs. pseudo-time plots is expected to be more intuitive for practicing
engineers. Albeit helpful and convenient, this normalization remains a mathematical
operation that does not provide additional physical insights relating the variables being
transformed. In this paper, we propose a pseudofunctionless approach that not only
rigorously solves the analytical problem at hand (and thus maintains all the advantages of
existing traditional methods) but also retains a physically based choice of dependent and
independent variables which greatly aids interpretation and enables the creation of a new
generation of interpretation tools for natural gas reservoir engineering.
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1.2 Decline Curve Analysis in Natural Gas Reservoir Engineering
Largely initiated by the seminal paper of Arps [10], decline curve analysis is
nowadays an extensively applied practice in the evaluation of reservoir parameters and
prediction of hydrocarbon reservoir production [27, 32-35]. In classical decline curve
analysis, the decline rate (D) is defined as the fractional change in flow rate with time:
D=−

1 dq
q dt

(12)

Arps showed, based on his empirical analysis of field data, that the initial value
of the decline rate (D) can either remain constant during well production or could
decrease in time [10]. The concept of a decline exponent b was introduced by Arps in
order to quantify such variability in terms of changes in the reciprocal of D with time, as
shown:
b=

d (1 / D )
dt

(13)

When the value of the decline rate (D) remains constant with time, the decline
character of the reservoir is said to be exponential and b = 0. For such scenario, the
integration of Equation (12) yields the following relationship between rate and time:
q = qi exp( − Dit )

(14)

where qi is the initial production rate and Di is the initial decline rate. Exponential decline
behavior is typical of boundary dominated flow (BDF) of oil or liquid reservoirs. This
rate-time exponential relationship can be rigorously derived by formally solving the
radial diffusivity equation for liquid reservoirs produced at constant pressure and
obtaining the long-time BDF approximation from the resulting Laplacian solution [11, 25,
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32, 36] or by invoking material balance considerations [34, 37]. Fetkovich first provided
such theoretical and physical background to the then-completely-empirical field of
decline curve analysis [33, 34, 37]. Production data analysis of hydraulic fractured oil
reservoirs producing at constant pressure have been also shown to follow exponential
decline [15-17, 38] even for linear BDF systems [39]. In general, exponential decline is
to be expected during BDF in oil reservoirs whose only available recovery mechanism is
the expansion of a slightly compressible fluid and the host rock.
When the decline rate (D) changes with time and 0 < b < 1, the decline behavior
is said to have a hyperbolic character. If the value of “b” is empirically assumed to
remain constant in time, integration of Equations (12) and (13) yields Arps’ hyperbolic
decline equation:
q=

qi
(bDi t + 1)1/ b

(15)

Decline exponents higher than zero ( b > 0 ) typically exhibit much less severe
reductions in flow rate with time compared with exponential decline ( b=0 ) — the most
severe decline scenario. Cases b > 0 are associated with reservoirs where additional
recovery mechanisms are available, such as a gas solution drive, water encroachment, or
for the volumetric depletion of much more compressible fluids such as natural gases [3335, 40].
It is commonly understood that Arps hyperbolic decline analysis is able to capture
flow decline behavior of single-phase, volumetric natural gas reservoirs producing at
constant pressure [10, 33]. However, the fundamentally physical connections between
hyperbolic decline and unsteady boundary-dominated gas flow have not been thoroughly
investigated. The first step in this direction was taken by Fetkovich [34, 35], whom used
10

the empirical backpressure equation based on the concept of gas productivity index [37]
to show the relation between decline exponent (b) and the exponent of the gas
backpressure equation (n) in a development applicable to true wide-open decline analysis.
Based on his development, he demonstrated that typical decline exponents for
homogeneous gas reservoirs in decline should be expected to be found within the range 0
< b < 0.50, which is a range that has wide acceptance in gas BDF analysis [10, 33, 34, 37,
41]. Walsh and Lake [41] demonstrate that constant-pressure production from a
homogeneous, volumetric reservoir hosting an ideal gas declines hyperbolically with
b=0.50, and since slightly compressible liquids decline exponentially (b=0), they argue
that fluids of

intermediate compressibility characteristics should exhibit hyperbolic

declines with intermediate decline exponents 0 < b < 0.50. They do not provide guidance
on where within the b-spectrum such fluid with known intermediate compressibility
characteristics should be placed. The present study shows how to uniquely define the
decline exponent (b) for both partial and full production potential and its dependence on
measurable reservoir and fluid parameters rather than on data-fitted coefficients such as
the ones of the gas backpressure equation. This study also shows how the hyperbolic
nature of the decline can be lost when wells are not produced at full production potential.
Another avenue that has been extensively explored in modern decline curve
analysis is the use type curves for the analysis of decline predictions and reserve
estimations—an area also pioneered by Fetkovich in his seminal work [34, 35]. In
general, the adaptation of techniques devised for oil-reservoirs to gases heavily relies on
the definition and implementation of pseudofunctions. Natural gas decline analyses adopt
pseudofunctions either for the linearization and solution of the diffusivity equation or in
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order to collapse gas field data onto the exponential liquid decline stem in type curve
analysis [23-31, 39]. However, as aforementioned, it is routinely acknowledged that
pseudofunctions tend to be awkward variables to work with in terms of reservoir
interpretation and often requires prior knowledge of original gas in place (OGIP), which
irremediably requires an iterative procedure to carry out any analysis.
In the present study, the pseudofunctionless approach is applied to decline-curve
analysis of natural gas reservoirs producing at constant pressure and under BDF. Results
show that the resulting analytical model and pseudofunctionless type curves can be used
to rigorously forecast boundary-dominated gas-well decline performance and readily
predict original gas in place (OGIP) while fully eliminating the need for iterations and the
use of awkward pseudo-variables whose essentially mathematical definitions are
detached from physical meaning. Generalized gas type curves and step-by-step,
iterationless procedures for the analysis of field decline data and the prediction of OGIP
and reservoir properties are provided.
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Chapter II. Model Formulation

2.1 The Pseudofuntionless Density Diffusivity Equation for Gases

In this section, we show that the density diffusivity equation in (1) can be fully
linearized and successfully used to analyze unsteady flow in gas reservoirs as long as
fluid density changes ( ρ ) are expressed in terms location ( r ) and a displaced time
variable ( ρ = ρ ( r , β t ) ). The development relies on allowing Carter’s definition [42] of
his λ - parameter to be time-dependent in order for it to track fluid property changes with
respect to reservoir depletion. First one defines:

λ '(r , t ) =

µ gi cgi
µ g cg

(16)

Implement Darcy’s law into continuity Equation (1), the governing equation can
be written as (also provided in Equation 2):

1 ∂
∂ρ  ϕµ gi cgi ∂ρ
 rλ '(r , t )  =
r ∂r 
∂r 
k
∂t

(17)

As shown during the validation of pseudotime [9, 25, 30], the solution of
Equation (17) can be effectively approximated with the estimation of µ g cg (as well as λ '
value) at the space averaged pressure value µ g cg in the reservoir:

λ '(r , t ) ≈

µ gi cgi
= λ (t ) : at any r
µ g cg

(18)
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In Equation (18) we define λ (t ) as the space averaged value of λ '( r , t ) . By
further calculating the time-averaged value of λ over the time elapsed, one writes:

β (t ) =

t

1
λ (t )dt
t ∫0

(19)

or:

λ (t ) =

d (β t )
dt

(20)

Then the solution of Equation (17) can be effectively approximated with the
solution of following equation:

1 ∂
∂ρ  ϕµ gi cgi ∂ρ
r
λ
(
t
)

=
r ∂r 
∂r 
k
∂t

(21)

Since both β and λ are solely time-dependent and consequently, at any given
point in time, their values do not change as a function of reservoir radius. Equation (21)
can be re-written as

ϕµ gi cgi ∂ρ
1 ∂  ∂ρ  ϕµ gi cgi ∂ρ
=
r
=
r ∂r  ∂r 
k λ (t )∂t
k ∂(β t )

(22)

Equation (22) is the linear, pseudofunctionless density diffusivity equation for
compressible flow proposed by this work for the interpretation of natural gas reservoir
analytical solutions. The validity of Equation (22) hinges on the radial independence of
the temporal variable β t (and thus λ ), as stated in Equation (18), from which it is derived
that

d (β t ) d β d λ
=
=
= 0 . Such requirement constraints the displaced-time variable β
dr
dr dr

to be the exactly the same for all locations in the reservoir at any given time (

dβ
= 0), in
dr

such a way that the resulting independent variables ( r, β t ) of Equation (22) can remain
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truly independent of each other ( d ( β t ) / dr = 0 ). This autonomy rule required of
independent variables is by no means particular to the proposed pseudofunctionless
equation. Such rule is at the very core of the definition of all independent variables for
any partial differential equation—the one that prescribes that their variations cannot be a
function of one another. Naturally, such constraint must be also placed on the
pseudofunction–based partial differential equation in (8), just as it is placed on the
pseudofunctionless equation in (22). For the case of the pseudofunction–based equation,
Lee and Holditch [30] theoretically demonstrated that the validity of Equation (8) and its

 ∂m ( p ) 

linearization is subject to the magnitude of the derivatives 
∂
t
a t

a

 ∂m 2 ( p ) 
 ,
,
 ∂t 2 
a

r

 ∂m 2 ( p ) 

 , and  ∂t a  . They conclude that the magnitude of these derivatives must
 ∂r∂t a 
 ∂r  t

t a
prove negligible compared to that of the left hand side of Equation (8) for the
linearization to be considered successful. It is also clear from their development that the
 ∂t 
development becomes fully valid when  a  = 0—regardless of the value of the rest of
 ∂r  t

the derivatives. True independence of the independent variables is therefore the basic
condition needed for both partial differential equations to be valid and thus linear. And
such independence hinges on the validity of the radial independence of β and λ . The
validity of Equations (22) and (8) hence relies on the verification of the suitability of their
definitions, which make possible

dt
dβ
= 0 and a = 0, respectively. Because ta and β
dr
dr

calculations are equivalent in essence,

dβ
dr

is zero every time

dt a
is zero
dr
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(mathematically, β = t a / t with β → 1 as t  0). Therefore, for any implementation of
the pseudofunction-based equation that honors the independent variable autonomy rule,
there exists a pseudofunctionless counterpart that would honor the same. In fact, as
shown in Appendix A, pseudofunctionless equation can be easily transformed into
pseudofunction equation. This seems to suggest that there might not be an instance in
which a pseudofunction-based analysis would be superior to pseudofunctionless-driven
analysis in terms of how rigorous the formulations can be. In the case of the
pseudofunctionless approach, the autonomy rule would always be valid as long as the
definitions of λ and β remain time-dependent only.
It must be noted that attempts have been made by earlier researchers [43, 44] to
apply Equation (2), i.e., density diffusivity equation, in natural gas reservoir engineering
analysis. Although Equation (2) is considered as mathematically equivalent with the
counter-part pseudofunctional diffusivity equation, some authors have claimed that
pseudofunctional diffusivity equation can linearize the governing partial differential
equation during steady flow while the density diffusivity fails [44] due to the location of
the non-linear term

1
, however, discussions of the application of density diffusivity
µ g cg

equation on generally unsteady flow have been limited. The contribution from this work
is that through defining two dimensionless λ and β , the density diffusivity equation can
be fully linearized, making its application possible.
In terms of dimensionless variables, the pseudofunctionless diffusivity equation
for natural gas reservoir engineering analysis proposed in this work becomes:
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1 ∂  ∂ρ D
 rD
rD ∂rD 
∂rD
where: rD =

tD =

ρD =


∂ρ D
 =
 ∂( βt D )

r
,
rw

η
rw2

(23a)

⋅ t , with η = k /( µ gi c giφ ) as the hydraulic diffusivity,

(ρi − ρ )

αρ

(23)

(23b)

for a constant pressure (ρwf) inner boundary condition,

(23c)

for a constant rate (qsc) inner boundary condition,

(23d)

ρD =

(ρi − ρ )
α ρ qD

qD =

ρ sc µ gi c gi q sc
,
2πkh α ρ

(23e)

α ρ = ( ρ i − ρ wf ) for a constant pressure (ρwf) inner boundary condition,

(23f)

α ρ = ρi

(23g)

for a constant rate (qsc) inner boundary condition.

By implementing above equations, liquid analytical solutions become readily
applicable for the analysis of unsteady state response of natural gas reservoirs as long as
they are rewritten in terms of ρ = ρ ( r , β t ) and ρ D = ρ D (rD , βt D ) . When analogous
boundary and initial conditions are imposed, the same analytical solutions obtained for
liquids in terms of p = p ( r , t ) or p D = p D (rD , t D ) from Equations (3) and (4) would
remain identical for Equations (22) and (23) for gases—as long as density ( ρ or ρ D , but
not pseudopressure) and displaced time ( β t or βt D , but not pseudotime) are used instead.
By eliminating the use of pseudofunctions, as shown by the pseudofunctionless equations
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above, all variables participating in the governing equations now retain their direct
physical connections to measurable and thus relatable properties.
The

implementation

of

the

pseudofunctionless

equations

requires

the

quantification of the time-averaged effect that depletion exerts on fluid properties through
the calculation of the so-called time-dependent, depletion-driven dimensionless variable

β (t ) . For liquids, for example, β is easily shown to be equal to one at all times ( β = 1)
and thus Equations (22) and (23) revert back to the liquid equations in (3) and (4) upon
substitution of dρ = cρdp . But in its more general form, β (t ) is the depletion-driven,
dimensionless time displacement factor (0 < β < 1) which tracks the time-averaged
effect that depletion exerts on the fluid properties that affect the values of hydraulic
diffusivity—which in turns controls the ability of the reservoir to propagate pressure
changes through the system. Such tracking of relevant fluid properties is accomplished in
this work by invoking Carter’s definition of a viscosity-compressibility dimensionless
ratio λ [42] as shown in Equation (16). Based on this definition, λ = 1 not only at initial
conditions but also when reservoir depletion is not significant or when fluid viscositycompressibility ( µ g cg ) changes are decoupled from reservoir pressure changes—as it is
the case for liquids. In Carter’s work, λ-dimensionless parameter was assumed constant
throughout reservoir life, which made his work only approximately applicable to the
study of gas reservoirs producing under a constant pressure inner boundary specification
(constant pwf). Such constraint has been removed in this study by introducing, at the
diffusivity equation level, a time-averaged Carter’s λ (“ β ”) in lieu of the constant λ value
originally proposed by Carter [42], defined in Equation (17).
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From these definitions, it is observed that, while λ takes a snapshot of depletiondriven µ g c g behavior at a given point in time, β provides an overall yardstick that
quantifies the average time-evolution of λ over a given elapsed time period t=0 to t=t.
As demonstrated earlier, such averaged λ over the elapsed time period actually provides
an exact measure of how displaced gas and liquid analytical solutions are found at any
point in time. From its very definition in Equation (17), it follows that β is bound to
always take a value equal to or smaller than unity (i.e., β < 1 because λ < 1 ). Gases
with β < 1 are bound to experience the same unsteady state changes as liquids but under
a delayed liquid time scale “ β t ” when using the proper definition for the dependent
variables. In other words, everything else assumed the same, a gas with λ < β < 1 is
expected to exhibit the same unsteady response at a time “t” (in terms of the appropriate
dependent variable) as would a liquid-like fluid at the delayed time scale β t ( clearly, β t
< t ). This development of pseudofunctionless model has been submitted for publication
[45].

2.2 Calculation of λ and β
For natural gases, the calculation of λ and β depends on what kind of depletion
pattern takes place in the system and on how strongly correlated fluid properties such as

µg cg and density are. Figure II-1 illustrates the corresponding λ and β values associated
to a fictitious isothermal depletion process of a methane reservoir initially found at an
average pressure of 5,000 psia and 200 ˚F, containing 260 MMscf of gas in place, and
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losing pressure at a uniform rate of 9.8 psi/day. Under the stated conditions, and after 500
days, reservoir average pressure reaches 100 psia. At every depletion step in this process,
reservoir fluid properties such as density, fluid isothermal compressibility, and viscosity
can be readily tracked as a function of pressure and time. For this example, gas
compressibility factors are obtained from the Dranchuk-Abou-Kassem correlation [46],
fluid compressibilities are obtained from Abou-Kassem et al. [47], and fluid viscosities
are calculated with the Lee-Gonzalez-Eakin’s correlation [48]. Gas mixture
pseudoproperties are calculated as a function of gas specific gravity using the correlations
by Sutton [49]. As expected for natural gases, lower fluid pressures at constant
temperature lead to lower densities and increased values of µ g cg , which results in λ
values that start at one (see Equation 16) and monotonically decrease until reaching their
lowest λ magnitude at abandonment conditions (0 < λ < 1). Figure II-1 also highlights
that every point in time, β’s can be straightforwardly calculated from the area under the λ
vs. t curve by implementing the definition stated in Equation (17). Since β’s represent
time-averaged λ’s over the elapsed time at every point in time, it follows from the
monotonically decreasing trend of the λ vs. t curve that β > λ at all times and that both
variables are set to start at the same initial point β = λ = 1 at t=0.
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Figure II-1: λ and β values and their relations for the fictitious depletion of a
methane reservoir at 200 ˚F
It should be noted that the time-dependency of β and λ is fully enforced by linking them
to cumulative production—which is exclusively time-dependent—and using zerodimensional tank material balance statements:

G (t )
ρ
= 1− p
ρi
OGIP

(24)

where Gp is the total production and OGIP is the original gas in place. The coupled
implementation of Equations (16), (17) and (24) is carried out by correlating gas
isothermal compressibility and viscosity values with prevailing average reservoir density
predicted by the zero-dimensional tank material balance model at every depletion step.
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The interdependency among isothermal compressibility, viscosity, and density can be
established for any natural gas using the cited standard natural gas correlations. As
indicated above, in this study gas compressibility factors have been obtained from the
Dranchuk-Abou-Kassem correlation, fluid isothermal compressibilities from AbouKassem et al. and fluid viscosities from Lee-Gonzalez-Eakin’s correlation.

A Correlation for

1
versus density
µ g cg

It can be shown that calculations of λ and β can be greatly streamlined by recognizing a
key fluid behavior insight: values of

1
are capable of displaying a striking, overall
µ g cg

linear correlation when plotted in a log-log format in terms of density for a large number
of isothermal depletion conditions of practical interest. The strength of the linear
correlation increases with increased reservoir temperature and decreased fluid specific
gravity, and it can be shown to remain largely valid for temperatures T > 150 ˚F, specific
gravities between 0.55 ~ 0.90 (air is 1), and within the pressure range of 100 ~ 10,000
psia. Figures II-2 to II-4 illustrate the behavior of

1
versus ρ in log-log correlation
µ g cg

coordinates for the gas specific gravity SG=0.55, SG=0.75, and SG=0.90 respectively
based on fluid property predictions obtained from widely accepted natural gas
correlations discussed earlier [46-49].
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Figure II-2: Log-log plot of

1
vs. ρ for natural gases (SG = 0.55)
µ g cg
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Figure II-3: Log-log plot of

1
vs. ρ for natural gases (SG = 0.75)
µ g cg
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Figure II-4: Log-log plot of

1
vs. ρ for natural gases with (SG = 0.90)
µ g cg
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It becomes apparent from Figures II-2 to II-4 that log

1
does exhibit a
µ g cg

noteworthy linear correlation with log ρ. The strength of the linear correlation clearly
increases with increased reservoir temperature and decreased specific gravity, which
makes the correlation especially reliable for dry natural gases housed at high
temperatures. This linearity suggests the following empirical dependency between
log(

1
) and log( ρ ) with a slope of B and y-axis intercept at α :
µ g cg

log(

1
) = α + B log( ρ )
µ g cg

(25)

or, equivalently:

1
= 10α ρ B
µ g cg

(26)

Table II-1 presents the results of the regression of parameters of α and B for
each of the proposed temperatures and specific gravities. The worst compliance with the
proposed empirical correlation was found for gases with SG = 0.90 at T = 150 F, and
even at those conditions the regression coefficient or coefficient of determination was
still very good (R2=0.9554). The proposed correlation is hence expected to provide very
good results for engineering purposes, especially when the reservoir is mostly composed
of methane, which is the case for all dry natural gases.
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Table II-1: α and B parameters and coefficients of determination R2 for the linear
regression of Equation (26) to actual natural gas data.

Temp
(˚F)

SG = 0.90

B

SG=0.75

α

R2

B

α

SG=0.55

R2

B

α

R2

150

0.5811 4.412

0.9554 0.6653 4.4396 0.9767 0.7905 4.5023 0.9932

200

0.6358 4.4061 0.9690 0.7167 4.4342 0.984

250

0.6844 4.3985 0.9773 0.7609 4.4287 0.9887 0.8662 4.502

300

0.7271 4.3909 0.9832 0.7986 4.4241 0.9921 0.8938 4.5032 0.9994

350

0.7643 4.3841 0.9875 0.8305 4.4206 0.9973 0.9163 4.5054 0.9996

0.8322 4.5017 0.9981
0.9989

It is evident that the value of α and B are solely dependent on temperature and
specific gravity. In this study, the following approximate correlations for α = α (SG, T)
and B=B(SG,T), with T in oF, proved to adjust to very closely to the data:
B = B1 log(T ) + B2

(27)

2
α = AT
+ A2T + A3
1

(28)

B1 = 0.2975 * SG + 0.1743

(29)

B2 = −1.2116 * SG + 0.7215

(30)

A1 = −1.4575 *10 −6 * SG + 1.0181*10 −6

(31)

A2 = 3.7856 *10 −4 * SG − 3.1426 *10 −4

(32)

A3 = −0.2580 * SG + 4.6491

(33)

Note that, for the temperatures and specific gravities of study, 4.30 < α < 4.51
and 0.58 < B < 0.91. The limiting case of B=0 represents liquid-like behavior (horizontal
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line in the regression plot) and B=1 represents a 45o line slope in the log-log

1
versus
µ g cg

ρ plot. The limiting case B=0 illustrates the isothermal fluid behavior of liquid reservoirs,
where both viscosity and compressibility are treated as constant during isothermal
depletion and independent of the fluid pressure (or density), which generates a horizontal
line in the log-log plot. At the other end of the compressibility spectrum, for the case of
isothermal depletion of ideal gases, ρ =

pMW
1
, cg = , and viscosity becomes
RuT
p

decoupled from pressure. Therefore:
1
= constant × ρ 1
µ g cg

(34)

i.e., B=1 for the isothermal depletion of ideal gases, which is represented by a 45o line
slope in the log-log

1
versus ρ plot. Therefore, the B-value (or slope) for fluids has
µ g cg

been shown to be limited to the range 0 < B < 1 for isothermal depletion conditions.

The significance of the availability of the approximate viscosity-compressibility
correlation described above (Equation 26) is that it provides a very convenient way to
simplify the analysis of reservoir engineering unsteady responses. But at the same time, it
is important to stress that the application of the proposed pseudofunctionless approach
does not hinge on the validity of Equation (26). Rather, the availability of a correlation
enables one more useful avenue for the operation of the pseudofunctionless approach,
given that such correlation can significantly simplify the calculation of λ’s and β’s and
provide a direct bridge between such calculations and overall material balance statements.
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In the absence of a correlation such as (26), the pseudofunctionless approach would be
equally applicable and λ , β calculations would just depend on the implementation of
standard and widely accepted correlations ([46-48], for example) for natural gas
properties coupled with standard zero-dimensional tank balances.

Every time the validity of Equation (26) can be verified for any particular natural
gas under study, the following direct bridge can be established for the calculation of λ
and β , which follows directly from Equations (16), (24) and (26):

ρ
 Gp (t ) 
λ = ( ) B = 1 −

ρi
 OGIP 

B

(35)

Note that for short-time depletion processes (Gp(t) << OGIP), λ ≈ β ≈ 1 and thus
the

1
vs. density dependency at higher pressures close to initial pressure would not
µ g cg

dominate the unsteady state response of the system. Same can be said for liquid systems,
where B=0, and thus λ = β = 1 as per the definitions above.
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Chapter III. Model Implementation

3.1 Production Data Analysis for a Constant Pressure Specification
As shown in Equation (23) and reproduced here, the analytical pseudofunctionless
formulation for a constant-pressure inner boundary in a closed reservoir is written as:

∂ρ D
1 ∂  ∂ρ D 
 rD
 =
rD ∂rD 
∂rD  ∂ ( βt D )
subject to:

(36)

Initial conditions: ρ D = 0 , at t D = 0 (β = 1) for any rD,
OBC (no flow):

∂ρ D
∂rD

= 0 , re D =
rD = reD

re
, for any tD
rw

IBC (constant pressure/density): ρ D r = 1 for any tD
D

(36a)

(36b)

(36c)

where re is the outer radius of the reservoir, OBC and IBC represent for outer boundary
condition and inner boundary condition, respectively. Wellbore flow rates can be
evaluated by direct application of Darcy’s law at r = rw, which for the pseudofunctionless
approach becomes:
qsc =

Aw k ∂p
Bg µ g ∂r

=
r = rw

k ∂ρ
ρ sc µ g cg ∂r
Aw

=
r = rw

Awηφ

ρ sc

⋅λ ⋅

∂ρ
∂r

(37)
r = rw

where Aw is the well surface area (in this case Aw = 2π rw h , rw is wellbore radius, h is the
formation height), Bg is the formation volume factor of the gas, qsc is the flow rate at
standard conditions, ρ sc is the density at standard conditions.
In modern pressure transient analysis, it common to seek solutions to the
dimensionless forms of the diffusivity equation by the implementation of a Laplace
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transformation—a technique first introduced to the petroleum literature by Van
Everdingen and Hurst [11]. The Laplace transformation converts a linear partial
differential equation into an ordinary differential equation which can be more easily
solved in the Laplacian space. The numerical inverse Laplace algorithm proposed by
Stehfest [50] is then typically employed to bring the solution in Laplacian space back to
real time space. The liquid solution in the Laplacian space for the “liquid” dimensionless
governing equation in (4), subject to the analog initial and constant-pressure inner
boundary conditions stated above, has been widely studied and referenced in the
literature [11, 25, 27, 34-37]. By inversion, this Laplacian solution provides the
dependency p D = p D (rD , t D ) and q D = q D (rD , t D ) for a variety of reservoir sizes (red
= re/rw) which are can be expressed as a set of type curves [27, 34, 35, 37]. Figure III-1,
for example, displays the well-known constant-pressure liquid solutions for the
dimensionless governing equation in (4) for three different reservoir sizes (reD) in terms
of q D = q D (rD , t D ) using Laplace transformations. The detailed solution in Laplacian
space for liquid can be found in Appendix B. As expected, early time (infinite acting flow)
data trends for each scenario overlap one another, with late time data departing from
infinite acting behavior once boundaries are felt. Boundary-dominated data exhibits the
exponential character typical of volumetric depletion in liquid systems producing at a
constant pressure boundary condition [11, 25, 27, 34-37].
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Figure III-1: Unsteady dimensionless analytical liquid solutions [11, 25, 27, 34-37]
for the flow rate response of a closed liquid system producing at a constant pressure
inner boundary specification, (reD = 700, 1400, and 2800)

It is also widely accepted that liquid solutions such as the ones presented in

Figure III-1 could only be used in natural gas reservoir analysis if pseudofunctions are
implemented [8, 9, 23-27]. This study not only demonstrates that the use of
pseudofunctions can be fully circumvented but also shows that the application of the
pseudofunctionless approach is more physically meaningful. To demonstrate this, natural
gas reservoirs of sizes consistent to the systems in Figure III-1 (reD = 700, 1400, and
2800) were created and their unsteady response were numerically generated by solving
the fully-non-linear radial diffusivity equation. Table III-1 presents the corresponding
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reservoir and fluid properties used in this work. The three stated scenarios for different
reservoir sizes (consequently three different drainage areas and OGIPs) were investigated
with a common initial pressure of reservoir is 5,000 psia producing at a constant the well
pressure specification. Numerical simulations were conducted with an in-house simulator
and were independently validated with a commercial simulator [51]. The well is placed at
the center of the reservoir and its wellbore bottomhole flow pressure is maintained at 100
psia. Figure III-2 presents the unsteady gas flow rate response for these three natural gas
reservoir scenarios as predicted by the described fully non-linear numerical simulation.
Proposed scenarios considered a tight reservoir system (k = 0.01 md) in order to obtained
a better resolution of the early transient data. Abandonment conditions are set at a value
of 200 psia of reservoir pressure. Figure III-2 shows that such conditions, for these tight
systems, take 40+ years to be reached.
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Table III-1: Reservoir and fluid properties of gas reservoir scenarios under
investigation
Properties
Permeability, k (md)
Porosity, φ (%)
Pay zone, h (ft)
Gas specific gravity, SG (air = 1)
Wellbore radius, rw (ft)
Initial pressure, pi (psia)
Initial density, ρi (lb/ft3)
Initial temperature, T (°F)
Specified wellbore flowing pressure, pwf (psia)
Specified wellbore flowing density, ρwf (lb/ft3)
Density at standard condition, 60 ˚F, 14.7 psia, ρsc (lb/ft3)
Reservoir pressure abandonment condition (psia)
Scenario 1: Reservoir outer radius, re (ft) – Scenario 1
Ratio of outer radius over wellbore radius, reD
Drainage area (acres)
Original gas in place, OGIP (Bscf)
Scenario 2: Reservoir outer radius, re (ft) – Scenario 2
Ratio of outer radius over wellbore radius, reD
Drainage area (acres)
Original gas in place, OGIP (Bscf)
Scenario 3: Reservoir outer radius, re (ft) – Scenario 3
Ratio of outer radius over wellbore radius, reD
Drainage area (acres)
Original gas in place, OGIP (Bscf)

Values
0.01
5
300
0.55
0.25
5000
11.01
200
100
0.227
0.0424
200
175
700
2.21
0.37
350
1400
8.84
1.5
700
2800
35.34
6.0
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Figure III-2: qsc vs. time numerical solutions for a natural gas system producing at
a constant pressure inner boundary specification (reD = 700, 1400, and 2800)

Figure III-3 presents the comparisons between liquid analytical solutions (from
Figure III-1) and gas numerical responses (from Figure III-2) when both are expressed
in dimensionless terms. As expected, once expressed in dimensionless terms, early time
data for both liquid and gas solutions basically overlap with each other. This is consistent
with the fact that λ = β = 1 for liquids while λ ≈ β ≈ 1 for gases during early transient
conditions. During the early-time infinite-acting period, the liquid analytical solution and
gas numerical results can be expected to reasonably match because gas cumulative
production is small and is not able to significantly affect overall fluid properties
(viscosity-compressibility) of the in-situ natural gas. However, at later times and
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especially once boundaries are felt, it comes as no surprise that liquid analytical solutions
can no longer be used to analyze gas responses. This is not surprising due to the
significantly changed fluid properties that take place during the depletion of natural gas
reservoirs (λ < β < 1). In addition, and as it is also expected, decline slopes dqD/dtD are
gentler for every case of natural gas volumetric depletion—which gives them their
hyperbolic decline nature (i.e., Arp’s b > 0 [10]) [32, 34, 37, 42]. Liquid boundary
dominated stems have the steepest decline slopes, consistent with the exponential nature
of their volumetric decline behavior (i.e., Arp’s b = 0 [10]).
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Figure III-3: Dimensionless liquid analytical versus numerical solutions for natural
gas systems producing at a constant pressure inner boundary specification (reD =
700, 1400, and 2800)
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Regardless of the evident mismatch in Figure III-3, Figure III-4 demonstrates
that liquid solutions such as the ones presented in Figures III-1 and III-3 could be
readily used to successfully predict natural gas reservoir responses, without the
implementation of any type of pseudofunctions, by simply correcting the liquid solution
on the basis of the values of the depletion-driven displacements dictated by λ and β. In a
forward-looking problem such as this one, where all reservoir characteristics are known
including OGIP, the calculation of λ and β is quite straight forward—see Equations (35)
and (17)—because it basically relies on knowledge of the values of the fluid
compressibility-viscosity “B” exponent and easily accessible cumulative Gp versus time
data. Calculations start with the condition λ = β = 1 at early time. The calculation of λ and

β for an inverse-looking problem, where the unsteady response from the field is available
and reservoir characteristics such as OGIP needs to be estimated, is discussed in the next
section. Once λ and β are known, all what is left is to displace the liquid analytical
solution in order to recreate the corresponding gas analytical solution using the
appropriate gas/liquid analytical transformation. Note that in terms of a density/pressure
gradient ( ρ D ) for a constant-pressure case, and because ρ D (t D ) = ρ D ( βt D ) at any
gas

liq

given rD, the gas/liquid analytical transformation is simply written as:
∂ρ Dgas (t D ) ∂ρ Dliq ( β t D )
=
∂rD
∂rD

(38)

for any given rD (rD = 1 for wellbore studies). In this transformation, ρ D

gas

is the predicted

gas analytical response based on the use of a liquid solution and ρ D is the response of
liq

the liquid model being used in the analysis. In terms of the flow rate response ( q D ), for
the liquid we write ( λ =1):
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qDliq (t D ) =

∂ρ Dliq (t D )
∂rD

(39)
rD =1

and for a gas ( λ ≠ 1), from Equation (37):
qDgas (t D ) = λ ⋅

∂ρ Dgas (t D )
∂rD

(40)
rD =1

Then it follows:
qDgas (t D )

λ

∂ρ Dgas (t D )
=
∂rD

rD

∂ρ Dliq ( β t D )
=
∂rD
=1

= qDliq ( β t D )

(41)

rD =1

therefore the gas/liquid analytical transformation for the constant-pressure case is:
gas
qD
(t D ) = λ ⋅ q liq
D ( βt D )

[ for constant pressure solutions ]
gas

at any given rD. In this transformation, q D

(42)

is the predicted gas flow rate analytical
liq

response based on the use of a liquid solution and q D is the response of the liquid model
being used in the analysis. As displayed in Figure III-4, excellent matches can be
observed between the pseudofunctionless analytical approach and numerically generated
unsteady gas responses through the transformation defined in Equation (42). It is then
demonstrated that the proposed pseudofunctionless equation can effectively describe
unsteady flow behavior of gas reservoirs producing at a constant wellbore bottomhole
pressure specification while completely circumventing the use and implementation of the
awkward concepts of pseudopressure or pseudotime.
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Figure III-4: Dimensionless gas analytical using pseudofunctionless approach
(PSFless) versus numerical solutions for natural gas systems producing at a constant
pressure inner boundary specification (reD = 700, 1400, and 2800)
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3.2 Pressure Data Analysis for a Constant Rate Specification
The proposed pseudofunctionless formulation can be also applied for any other
combination of boundary conditions, such as the classical constant rate inner boundary
specification of customary use in well test analysis. For the case of a closed (finite)
reservoir, the pseudofunctionless formulation for the proposed system would be written
as:

1 ∂  ∂ρ D
 rD
rD ∂rD 
∂rD
subject to:


∂ρ D
 =
 ∂ (βt D )

(43)

Initial conditions: ρ D = 0 , at t D = 0 (β=1) for any rD
OBC (no flow):

∂ρ D
∂rD

= 0 for any tD

(43a)

(43b)

rD = reD

 ∂ρ 
1
=
for any tD
IBC (constant rate):  rD D 
 ∂rD  rD =1 λ (t )

(43c)

To derive the inner boundary constant rate specification in Equation (43c), one
starts with Equation (37) and uses the dimensionless definitions (23d), (23e), and (23g) to
arrive at the condition

∂ρ D
∂rD

=
rD =1

1

λ

for a constant q sc r = r specification. The liquid
w

analytical solution p D = p D (rD , t D ) for the liquid dimensionless formulation in
Equation (4) and an analogous set of initial and boundary conditions is well understood
and is amply discussed in the well testing literature [11, 23, 25]. Again, all what is needed
for the application of such liquid model in natural gas reservoir engineering is to reexpress the solution in terms of pseudofunctionless variables. In order to obtain the
density response at the wellbore location (rD=1), while honoring the non-linearity λ at the
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'
inner boundary condition, one needs to define the interim variable ρ D
= ρ D ⋅ λ (t ) ,

which will transform the equation to:

1 ∂  ∂ρ D' 
∂ρ D'
 rD
=
rD ∂rD  ∂rD  ∂ ( β t D )
subject to:

(44)

'
Initial conditions: ρ D
= 0 , at t D = 0 (β=1) for any rD

OBC (no flow):

∂ρ D'
∂rD

= 0 for any tD

(44a)

(44b)

rD = reD

'
 ∂ρ D

IBC (constant rate): rD

∂rD




= 1 for any tD

 rD =1

(44c)

The derivation of Equation (44) can be verified using the following approach. As
shown earlier, the dimensional continuity equation for a natural gas reservoir is:
1 ∂ 
∂ρ  1 ∂ρ
 rλ '  =
r ∂r 
∂r  η ∂t

where λ '(r , t ) =

µ gi cgi
µ g cg ( r , t )

(45)

and λ (t ) =

µ gi cgi
. The basic difference between λ ' and λ is
µ g cg

that λ ' honors the radial dependence of fluid properties and λ is based on the value of
the time-dependent-only spatial average those fluid properties. Therefore:
∂ρ ∂ ( λ ' ρ )
∂λ '
=
−ρ
∂r
∂r
∂r

(46)

∂ρ 1 ∂ ( λ ' ρ ) ρ ∂λ '
=
−
∂t λ ' ∂t
λ ' ∂t

(47)

λ'

Then Equation (45) follows:
1 ∂ ∂ (λ ' ρ ) 1 ∂
∂λ '
1 1 ∂ ( λ ' ρ ) 1 ρ ∂λ '
(r
)−
(r ρ
)= (
)−
r ∂r
∂r
r ∂r
∂r
η λ ' ∂t
η λ ' ∂t

(48)
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Or:
1 ∂
∂λ ' 1 ρ ∂λ '
1 ∂ ∂ (λ ' ρ ) 1 1 ∂ (λ ' ρ )
(r
)− (
)=
(r ρ
)−
r ∂r
r ∂r
∂r
∂r
η λ ' ∂t
η λ ' ∂t

(49)

Given the dependency between viscosity, compressibility, and density discussed
in the previous chapter, the following relationships can be established:

λ '(r , t ) = (

ρ (r , t ) B
)
ρi

dλ '
dρ
=B
λ'
ρ

(50)

(51)

Then the RHS of Equation (48) becomes:
1 ∂ ∂ (λ ' ρ ) 1 1 ∂ (λ ' ρ )
1 ∂
dρ 1 dρ
]
(r
)− (
) = B ⋅[
(rλ '
)−
η λ ' ∂t
r ∂r
∂r
r ∂r
dr η dt

(52)

The equation above proves the validity of Equation (44), given that its right hand
side must be equal to zero as per the requirements of Equation (45). This interim change
of variable eliminates the non-linearity in the inner boundary condition originally stated
in (43c) and allows recasting the constant-rate pseudofunctionless equations exactly in
the form of its liquid analog. Once the analog liquid solution has been identified, and
'
since ρ D
= ρ D ⋅ λ (t ) , the proper gas/liquid transformation becomes:

ρ Dgas (rD , t D ) =
where ρ D

gas

1

λ

liq
ρD
( rD , β t D )

(53)

is the predicted gas analytical response based on the use of a liquid solution

and ρ D is the response of the liquid analytical model (λ = β = 1). In addition, and
liq

because of the constant flow rate specification, the calculation of Gp becomes quite
straight-forward and so becomes the calculation of λ and β from Equations (35) and (17):
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λ = (1 −

β=

qsc t B
)
OGIP

1 1 − λ ⋅ B λ 


B + 1  1 − B λ 

(54)

(55)

which are fully valid during boundary-dominated conditions, as previously discussed, and
when the viscosity-compressibility dependency discussed earlier is applicable. To
validate the applicability of the pseudofunctionless approach for constant rate production
conditions, numerical simulations were also conducted. Fluid and reservoir properties are
kept identical to those used in previous constant pressure production case (Table III-1),
except from that the well is now producing at a constant rate specification of 200 Mscf/D
rather than at a constant pressure. Figure III-5 presents the comparisons between
constant-rate liquid analytical solutions and the corresponding gas numerical responses in
dimensionless terms. Again, detailed liquid solution in Laplacian space can be found in
Appendix B. Since actual bottomhole pressures are directly obtained from a numerical
simulation, the pressure data was re-expressed in terms of density values. As observed
before, liquid and gas solutions exhibit a very close match during early time (infinite
acting flow) regardless of reservoir size. Deviations are evident after significant depletion
takes place and boundaries are felt, and no match exist between liquid analytical and gas
numerical trends due to the significant change of gas fluid properties during depletion.

Figure III-6 presents the comparisons between the gas pseudofunctionless analytical
solution from and the gas numerical simulation in dimensionless terms, for which the
appropriate λ and β at every time level were calculated via Equations (54) and (55).

Figure III-6 demonstrates an excellent match between the analytical and numerical
results. It is thus further established that the pseudofunctionless density equation can
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effectively describe the unsteady flow behavior of natural gas reservoirs producing at a
constant rate. A very simple modification (Equation 53) that requires a straightforward
calculation of depletion-driven dimensionless parameters (Equations 54 and 55) is all
what is required to make existing constant-rate liquid analytical solutions from the
pressure-based diffusivity equation [11, 23, 25] immediately applicable to describe the
pressure/density transient response of natural gas reservoirs.
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Figure III-5: Dimensionless liquid analytical solutions [11, 23, 25] versus gas
numerical solutions for systems producing at a constant rate inner boundary
specification (reD = 700, 1400, and 2800).
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Figure III-6: Dimensionless gas analytical using pseudofunctionless approach
(PSFless) versus numerical solutions for natural gas systems producing at a constant
rate inner boundary specification (reD = 700, 1400, and 2800)

Infinite-acting behavior and exponential integral in pseudofunctionless terms
When one considers the limiting case of an infinite reservoir producing at a
'
constant rate, where the outer boundary condition in (44b) is replaced by ρ D
= 0 at

rD → ∞ and the inner boundary condition is recast in terms of the line source (well of
zero radius) approximation, the use of the Boltzmann transformation would readily yield
a close-form analytical solution. By defining the Boltzmann variable as X =

rD2
, the
4β tD
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partial differential equation above can be transformed into the following ordinary
differential equation:

X

'
∂2ρD

∂X 2

+ (1 + X )

subject to:

'
∂ρ D
=0
∂X

(56)

Initial and Outer BC:

'
ρD
= 0 , at X → ∞

(56a)

Inner BC:

lim Χ

∂ ( ∆p D ) 1
=
∂Χ
2

(56b)

Χ →0

The ordinary differential equation in (48) has the general solution:
'
c
∂ρ D
= 1 e−Χ
∂Χ
Χ

(57)

where c1 = ½ according to (56b). Upon integration and imposition of the
condition (50a),
'
ρD

Χ

1 e−Χ
1
=− ∫
dΧ = − Ei (− X )
2
Χ
2

(58)

∞

Eliminating the Boltzmann and interim variables,
rD2
1 
Ei −
ρD = −
2λ  4 β t D






(59)

which is the classical exponential integral solution, ubiquitous in well test analysis
textbooks, but now expressed in terms of pseudofunctionless variables. This analytical
solution is fully valid for natural gas pressure transient analysis during infinite-acting
flow and does not require the use of pseudofunctions at any point of the treatment.
All popular short-form approximations used in classical well-test analysis can be
easily re-expressed in terms of pseudofunctionless variables, yielding the same robust and
reliable predictions while fully circumventing the implementation of awkward pseudo45

variables within them. For instance, the long time logarithmic approximation of Equation
(59) can now be written as:

ρ wD ≈

1
⋅ [ln( β t D ) + 0.80907]
2λ

(60)

Note during infinite acting flow period, as long as λ and β remain close to unity
and reservoir depletion is not extensive, Equation (60) can be further simplified as:
1
2

ρ wD ≈ ⋅ [ln(t D ) + 0.80907]

(61)

which is the identical form of the pressure response for an oil reservoir during infinite
acting flow, except that the independent variable is now dimensionless density. And
finally, for finite reservoirs (closed, no-flow outer boundary), late time (boundary
dominated flow) density response would be now seamlessly written as:

ρwD =

1

λ

⋅(

2
reD

2

3
4

β t D + ln reD − )

(62)
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Chapter IV. Pseudofunctionless, Arpless Decline Curve
Analysis

4.1 A Rigorous, Pseudofunctionless Decline Curve Model for Gas Wells

As proved earlier and shown in Equation (42), the flow rate analytical prediction
between the pseudofunctionless gas formulation and the liquid formulations are related
through the following gas/liquid analytical transformation:

qDgas = λ ⋅ qDliq (β tD )
gas

In this transformation, q D

is the associated analytical prediction for gas flow

liq

rate response and q D is the liquid flow rate response based on the solution of the liquid
diffusivity equation. For the particular case of decline curve analysis, the study of longtime approximations to constant-pressure analytical solutions become of evident interest.
For the case of slightly compressible liquid and radial systems, it has been long
established that the long-time, boundary-dominated, dimensionless approximation for a
liquid reservoir producing at constant pressure in a reservoir of arbitrary shape is given
by the pseudo-steady state exponential equation [24, 25, 34, 37, 52], also shown in
Appendix C:

qDliq (tD A ) =

1

bD , PSS

where: t D A =

exp(−

rw2
⋅ tD
A

2π

bD , PSS

tD A )

(63)

(63a)
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1
4 A
bD , PSS = ln( γ
)
2 e C A rw2

(63b)

In these equations, A is the reservoir area, bD,PSS is the pseudosteady component,
and CA is Dietz’ reservoir shape factor. Equation (63) demonstrates that the long-time,
boundary-dominated approximation for an oil reservoir producing at constant pressure,
would exhibit—not surprisingly—an exponential decline, which is consistent with what
classical decline curve analysis expects for BDF in single-phase volumetric oil reservoirs.
Equation (63) is not an empirical finding but rather the robust demonstration—based on
physical principles—that volumetric, undersaturated oil reservoirs are to experience
exponential decline during BDF. The dimensional version of Equation (63) turns out to
be Arps’ exponential equation in (14). This finding provides the much-needed theoretical
support to Arps’ empirical observation. The inspection of Equations (14) and (63) yields
for oil reservoirs:
qoi =

Di =

4π kh( pi − pwf )
4 A
µo Bo ln( γ
)
e C A rw2

(64)

4π k
4 A
ln( γ
) Aφµo ct
e C A rw2

(65)

By invoking the pseudofunctionless approach and their gas/liquid transformation
of Equation (42), it immediately follows that the rigorous functional equation that would
exactly model BDF decline in a gas well would then be:

qDgas =

λ
bD, PSS

exp(−

2π

bD , PSS

β t DA )

(66)
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in one of its dimensionless forms. Alternatively, in terms of decline dimensionless
variables, one writes:

qDd = λ exp(−β tDAd )

(67)

or, alternatively,

qgsc = λ qgi exp(−β Di t )

(68)

in dimensional terms and in its most practical form. Equations (66 - 68) represent
analytical, rigorous (and pseudofunctionless) decline equations of gas wells in BDF.

An inspection of Equations (66 - 68) readily generates the following equivalencies
between dimensional and dimensionless variables:

tDAd =

2π

bD , PSS

tDA = U ⋅ tD = X ⋅ t

qDd = bD , PSS ⋅ qD = Y ⋅ qsc

(69)

(70)

2π rw2
, X = U ⋅η / rw2 , and Y = Q ⋅ bD , PSS . Decline dimensionless definitions
where U =
bD , PSS A
are analogous to the dimensionless definitions used in decline curve analysis of oil
reservoirs [34, 37]. It also follows from inspection of Equations (66 - 68) that, for gas
wells:
q gi =

4π kh( ρ i − ρ wf )
1
1
=
=
Y Q ⋅ bD , PSS µ c ρ ln( 4 A )
gi gi sc
eγ C A rw2

Di = X = U ⋅

η
2
w

r

=

4π k
4 A
ln( γ
) Aφµ gi cgi
e C A rw2

(71)

(72)
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It must be stressed that the derived BDF decline equations represent rigorous latetime solutions to the governing equations of flow in porous media for natural gas
reservoirs producing at constant rate and their derivation did not resort to any
empiricism to procure a solution. Equations (66 - 68) are very different in form from the
traditional Arps formulation. In particular, Equation (68) reveals a very different
functional form from Arps’ hyperbolic counterpart in Equation (15). Equation (68)
actually states that gas wells in BDF rate decline would also follow decreasing
exponential trends; however, the associated exponential trend has varying amplitude
( λ q gi ) and decline rate coefficient ( β Di ). Given that λ = β = 1 at t=0 and both depletion
ratios are monotonically decreasing functions of time (0 < λ < 1; 0 < β < 1), said
amplitude and decline rate are bound to monotonically decrease as reservoir depletion
evolves ( λ q gi < qgi ; β Di < Di ). Note that the variability of (the reciprocal of) decline
with respect to time (“b”) has not been artificially constrained to a constant value, which
is a key assumption behind Arps’ hyperbolic functional form in Equation (15). Equation
(15) actually represents an empirical attempt to model the behavior of Equation (68)
when such assumption is made plausible.
To numerically verify the validity of the pseudofunctionless BDF decline model
(Equations 66 - 68) proposed in this work, the constant-pressure numerical solutions
generated earlier (Table III-1) have been tested. Figure IV-1 presents the comparison
between the predictions from the pseudofunctionless gas well BDF decline model
(Equation 66) and numerical simulation. The detailed calculation procedure for
dimensionless flow rate with Equation (66) can be found in Appendix D. The figure
shows that infinite acting data for all three cases overlap before boundaries are felt. Due
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to different reservoir sizes, boundary dominated effects start at different times. It is
evident that the proposed analytical gas well decline model can fully capture unsteady
flow behavior during BDF but it is not able to describe flow rate behavior during the
infinite-acting conditions—as it should be expected. It is then numerically verified that
the analytical, pseudofunctionless gas well BDF decline model (Equations 66 - 68) can
effectively describe BDF unsteady flow behavior of a gas reservoir producing at a
constant pressure. Based on this rigorous BDF solution, further analytical expressions of
the unsteady flow of natural gas reservoir producing at constant pressure can be derived
by incorporating additional natural gas fluid behavior insights into the model.
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Figure IV-1: Comparison of dimensionless flow rate predictions between numerical
simulation and the analytical, pseudofunctionless gas well BDF decline model
(Equation 66)
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In Equations (66 - 68), the values of λ and β are calculated using their
definitions—i.e., Equation (16) and (17), respectively. At every depletion step, reservoir
fluid properties such as fluid isothermal compressibility and viscosity are tracked as a
function of average reservoir pressure or density predicted by a zero-dimensional tank
material balance model. Figure IV-2 displays the resulting values of λ and β obtained for
the predictions in Figure IV-1 using the pseudofunctionless gas well BDF decline model.
Gas properties were obtained from the correlations mentioned earlier [46-49].
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Figure IV-2: λ and β BDF profiles for gas reservoir numerical scenarios in Table
III-1
Note calculations of λ and β can be greatly streamlined by density and viscositycompressibility correlation shown earlier (Equation 35), which can be used to generate

Figure IV-2 using B=0.83 (Table II-1) and OGIPs quoted in Table III-1. The need for
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advance knowledge of OGIP for these calculations is removed in subsequent section for
the case of well decline analysis. This development of pseudofunctionless decline curve
analysis has been submitted for publication and is under review now [53].

4.2 Pseudofunctionless Analysis for Production at Full Potential (Wideopen Decline)
As stated by Fetkovich [34, 35], wells in decline are typically maintained at near
zero bottomhole pressures in order to realize maximum flow rates. This situation is
recognized as wide-open decline, in which wells are produced at their “full potential” by
keeping bottomhole pressures near zero ( pwf ≈ ρ wf ≈ 0 ). At such conditions, fluid density
at bottomhole conditions is being kept at values significantly smaller than the initial
density ( ρ wf << ρi ) so that largest possible drawdown is maintained at all times. This
production specification can be quantified in terms of a bottomhole-to-initial density ratio,
defined as:
rρ = 1 −

ρ wf ρi − ρ wf
=
ρi
ρi

(73)

where production at full potential or wide-open decline implies rρ ≈ 1 . Fetkovich utilized
the wide-open limiting case in order to substantiate Arps’ hyperbolic model for gas well
decline through the manipulation of the gas backpressure equation [34].
For the case of gas wells in wide-open decline, from the rigorous analytical BDF
model (Equations 67 and 68), the exactly BDF decline behavior of gas wells producing at
constant bottomhole pressure can be described. From the very definitions of the decline
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variables used in decline analysis (see Equations 71 and 72), it is easily proven that the
identity:

X ⋅Y =

qgi
Di

=

1
OGIP ⋅ rρ

(74)

is satisfied by the X and Y multipliers, where OGIP = Ahφ

ρi − ρwf
ρi
and rρ =
. Given
ρi
ρ sc

that q gsc = dGp / dt , total cumulative production is calculated as:
t

t

qDd  tDAd 
d
 = OGIP ⋅ rρ ⋅ GPDd
Y  X 
0

GP = ∫ qgsc dt = ∫
0

(75)

where

GPDd =

GP
OGIP ⋅ rρ

(76)

and:
GPDd =

t DAd

∫

qDd dt DAd =

0

t DAd

∫ λ exp(− β t

DAd

)dt DAd = [1 − exp(− β t DAd )] = [1 −

qDd

0

λ

]

(77)

By invoking the definitions of λ and β in terms of the gas phase behavior insight,
the zero-dimensional material balance equation in (35) is rewritten as:
B

λ = 1 − rρ ⋅ GPDd

(78)

from which, according to Equation (77),
1−

qDd

λ

=

1
(1 + B λ )
rρ

(79)

or equivalently:
B

λ = 1 − rρ ⋅ [1 −

qDd

λ

] = 1 − rρ ⋅ [1 − exp( − β t DAd )]

(80)

For maximum rates during true wide-open production, ρ wf << ρ i and rρ ≈ 1 . This
situation simplifies Equation (80) to yield:

λ=

d ( β t DAd )
= exp B ( − β t DAd )
dt DAd

(81)

By integrating once:
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β t DAd

∫

d (β tD )
=
exp B ( − β t DAd )

t DAd

∫

dt DAd

(82)

1
1
− = t DAd ,
B exp ( − β t DAd ) B

(83)

1

0

B

Then the values of β and λ are directly obtained:

β=

1
1
ln( Bt DAd + 1) =
ln( B ⋅ U ⋅ t D + 1)
Bt DAd
B ⋅ U ⋅ tD

(84)

λ=

d ( β t DAd )
1
1
=
=
dt DAd
Bt DAd + 1 1 + B ⋅ U ⋅ t D

(85)

By substitution into Equation (67) or (79) with rρ ≈ 1 ,

qDd = λ B λ =

1
( BtDAd + 1)

1
+1
B

(86)

or:
qD =

1
bD , PSS

⋅

1
( B ⋅ U ⋅ t D + 1)

1
+1
B

(87)

Equation (86) is the long-time approximation for BDF of a gas reservoir
producing at constant bottomhole pressure under true wide-open decline. Based on
Equation (78), one also can write for cumulative production:
GPDd =

1 B 
1
1− λ  = 1−
1/ B

rρ
( BtDAd + 1)

(88)

These analytical relations indicate that, for the stated conditions, the monotonic
decline of λ with time turns out to have a harmonic character, and its change with time is
driven by the value of B (i.e., natural gas specific gravity and reservoir temperature), and
U (i.e., reservoir size and shape). Equations (86) and (87) provide a fully analytical
solution for BDF in a gas reservoir producing at full potential. The absence of λ and β in
the analytical expression makes its application extremely friendly. It is evident that this
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decline equation has a functional form consistent to the gas flow decline approximation
for wide-open production proposed by Fetkovich [34, 35] for the case 2n = B where n as
the backpressure gas productivity exponent employed in his work. An important new
insight here is that the value of “n” (and thus Arps’ “b” hyperbolic decline exponent) is
not really subject to empirical data fitting of production data and well performance but is
rather uniquely defined by the viscosity-compressibility characteristics of the reservoir
fluid, which in turn is controlled by the fluid’s specific gravity (composition) and
reservoir temperature.
Note that for the previous numerical examples described in Table III-1, the
bottomhole-to-initial density ratio is rρ ≈ 0.98 — indeed very close to true wide-open
decline. Therefore, Figures IV-1 and IV-2 should be expected to be straightforwardly
regenerated from the direct application of Equation (87) [Figure IV-1] and (78) and (79)
[Figure IV-2], without need for further calculations and by using the appropriate values
of B and bD,PSS and U (using the data in Table III-1). The match is indeed excellent and
is omitted here for the sake of brevity. Figure IV-3 presents an analogous comparison
between the same numerical predictions and the predictions of the analytical,
pseudofunctionless gas well BDF solution but now in terms of decline dimensionless
variables qDd and t DAd (Equation 86). Based on Equation (86), it now appreciable that
gases with the same B must be expected to share the same late-time stem when plotted in
terms of the decline dimensionless variables qDd and t DAd . This observation is analogous
to that of Fetkovich for case of the BDF exponential stem for liquid behavior, but now
applied to natural gases. Figure IV-3 indeed shows that the boundary dominated data for
all three numerical cases (same gas, same B) fully overlap each other at late times and
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exhibits an excellent match against predictions of Equation (86). Numerical flow rate
predictions for infinite acting conditions tend to diverge from each other at early time due
to the use of BDF decline dimensionless variables.
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Figure IV-3: Comparison of dimensionless flow rate predictions between numerical
simulation and the analytical gas well BDF, wide-open decline model in terms of qDd
and t DAd
Equation (86) unequivocally states that slopes of BDF stems are uniquely
dependent on the value of B of the reservoir gas when production data is plotted in terms
of qDd and t DAd . Figure IV-4 illustrates the effect that the value of B has on the late-time
slopes of the BDF stems. As previously discussed, the value of B is found within the
range 0 < B < 1. B = 0 is the limiting case for liquid-like behavior, where compressibility
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and compressibility values are completely independent of pressure. B = 1 corresponds to
the steepest slope possible in this plot, corresponding to a 45o line, which is the
theoretical limit displayed by ideal gases. In general, lower specific gravities and higher
reservoir temperatures promote increased highly-compressible gas-like behavior,
characterized by larger B values. Figure IV-4 illustrates that B is sole variable that
determines the decline speed during BDF in gas wells. As B decreases (fluid behaves
more like liquid), the BDF decline character approaches true exponential decline
(steepest slope in Figure IV-4), which is consistent with the limit B=0 corresponding to
liquid-like behavior. Note that when B=0, λ and β become equal to one at times (see
Equation 35) and Equation (42) reverts back to liquid equations. B=1 corresponds to the
limit of mildest possible flow rate decline due to viscosity and compressibility effects
(i.e., least steep slope in Figure IV-4).
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Figure IV-4: Effect of B on BDF gas decline stems for true wide-open production
( rρ = 1 ) B = 0 corresponds to the exponential decline stem for a liquid and B = 1 to
ideal gases.
Following Fetkovich [34], early-time, infinite-acting constant-pressure analytical
solutions can be combined with the now rigorous late-time analytical approximations for
gas BDF generated in Figure IV-4. Figure IV-5 presents such composite picture for both
regimes, which amounts to the natural gas version of Fig. 4 in Fetkovich [34] but with all
trends based on actual analytical solutions. Fetkovich’s type curve, instead, combined
early-time analytical solutions with empirical hyperbolic decline curve solutions in order
to account for gas well performance, in which Arp’s hyperbolic exponent “b” is assumed
to be obtained through empirical fitting of late-time data. Figures IV-4 and IV-5 reveal
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that such late-time slopes are not actually subject to empirical data fitting, but they are
rather fully predictable based on gas fluid composition and reservoir temperature. Note
that type curves during infinite acting region are not shown to be affected by a changing
B value for gases given that the extent of the depletion during infinite acting conditions is
considered too small to be able to significantly alter fluid properties. Therefore, they
closely follow the early-time analytical solutions to the liquid diffusivity equation used
by Fetkovich in his type curve as long as the proper pseudofunctionless dimensionless
definitions (Equations 69 and 70) are used. In principle, Figure IV-4 is readily available
to be used for gas well performance analysis. It would require an identical analysis
protocol to the one followed for oil well performance analysis using Fetkovich’s type
curve. The key difference is that the proper gas BDF stem is to be identified apriori using
the gas B-value and thus does not participate in the variable matching process. Proper gas
pseudofunctionless definitions for the decline dimensionless variables (Equations 69 and
70) are to be used. It is worth noting as well that Figure IV-5 is the pseudofunctionless
counterpart to Carter’s radial flow type curves [42]. Carter was the first to define the λ
dimensionless ratio in Equation (16) as an important parameter in decline type-curve
analysis. His definition made λ constant throughout the life of the well and equal to the
area-averaged viscosity-compressibility ratio between the pressures p=pi and p=pwf.
Carter described λ as an approximate correlating parameter that characterized the gas
well drawdown and accounted for fluid’s viscosity-compressibility dependency with
pressure. In other words, Carter’s λ parameter is a hybrid of the independent roles that
this work assigns to rρ and B, respectively. As a result, λ is the only correlating parameter
that appears in Carter’s late-time BDF type-curve stems. In Carter’s type curves,
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λ=1 identifies the liquid BDF stem (B=0 in this work for any rρ), λ < 1 for real gases (0<
B <1), and 0.5 < λ <1 for ideal gases depending on drawdown (B=1 in this work for any
rρ). Carter’s λ definition relied on the concept of pseudopressure for its calculation but it
can be shown not to truly linearize the radial diffusivity equation. By allowing λ be timedependent instead, a full linearization of the density diffusivity equation can be achieved
in order to formulate a completely general pseudofunctionless model applicable to
reservoir systems produced both at constant pressure and at constant rate [45].
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Figure IV-5: Composite analytical rate-time type curves for natural gases including
infinite acting and boundary dominated flow (BDF) and wide-open decline
In addition, Equation (88) demonstrates that a gas reservoir type curve for wideopen decline can also be constructed in terms of total cumulative production data. Figure
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IV-6 displays the composite cumulative production – time type curve by combining
early-time, infinite-acting constant-pressure analytical results for Gp and implementing
Equation (35) for the generation of late-time BDF stems. In this figure, in an analogous
fashion to what occurs in Figure IV-5, early-time (infinite acting) data diverge from each
other as a function of reservoir size regardless of B of the gas, while the late-time BDF
behavior is controlled by B of the gas regardless of reservoir size. During BDF, reservoir
fluids with lower B values (closer to liquid-like behavior) approach maximum theoretical
depletion (i.e., GPDd = 1 asymptote) sooner than reservoir fluids with larger B values. Note
that wide-open production or production at full potential ( rρ = 1 ) is the only production
scenario that allows cumulative production to approach the GPDd = 1 asymptote as time
progresses. GPDd equals gas recovery factor when rρ = 1 —with GPDd at abandonment
conditions representing expected ultimate recovery (EUR) for the well.
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Figure IV-6: Composite analytical cumulative production-time type curves for
natural gases including infinite acting and boundary dominated flow (BDF) and
wide-open decline

A Universal Type Curve for Natural Gas BDF Analysis
Another important insight for wide-open gas decline analysis is that Equation (86)
enables the construction of a single-line, universal type curve for the analysis of gas well
performance during BDF. By rewriting Equation (86) as:
B +1

B
qDd
=

1
( B ⋅ t DAd ) + 1

(89)
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It is readily seen that a log-log type curve of

B +1

B
qDd
(y-axis) versus B ⋅ t DAd (x-

axis) generates a single-line, universal harmonic stem of the type y = 1/(1+x) that
encompasses every single scenario possible in the analysis of gas well performance under
BDF and which remains the same regardless of reservoir properties and/or gas type. Such
universal rate-time gas type curve for BDF is presented in Figure IV-7. This universal
gas well decline curve only considers boundary dominated data; therefore, a late-time
match between field production data and the universal decline curve allows pinpointing
the onset of boundary dominated flow for the gas well under consideration and enables
the hassle-free OGIP estimation discussed below.
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Figure IV-7: Universal type curve for gas wells under BDF and wide-open decline
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The rate-time (Figure IV-5), cumulative production-time (Figure IV-6), and the
universal BDF type curves (Figure IV-7) prove extremely useful for explicit, iterationless OGIP predictions during the analysis of boundary-dominated data using the proposed
pseudofunctionless approach. As shown from Equation (74), the original gas in place can
be predicted as:

OGIP =

1
X ⋅ Y ⋅ rρ

(90)

By curve-matching qsc vs t field data in a log-log plot to the log-log type curve of
qDd vs. tDAd in Figure IV-5 along the appropriate late-time stem for the given of B of the
fluid, or by curve-matching

B +1

qscB vs. B ⋅ t field data to the log-log universal in Figure

IV-7, the values of X and Y can be determined. As discussed previously, the value of B is
calculated in advance based on reservoir temperature and fluid composition. Once a
match is found for the late-time data, any BDF matched point (tDad(match),qDd(match)) and
(t(match),qsc(match)) is used to obtain:
1
t ( match)
=
X t DAd ( match)

(91)

1 qsc ( match)
=
Y qDc ( match)

(92)

Multiply Equations (91) and (92) to obtain:
1 1
t ( match) qsc ( match)
⋅ =
⋅
X Y t DAd ( match) qDd ( match)

(93)

Equation (90) provides a straightforward, hassle-free means of reliably calculating
OGIP. No iterations and no pseudo-variable manipulations are needed at any point. Only
production data and the estimation of B are required. Note that if cumulative production
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data is to be used instead for late-time type-curve matching using Figure IV-6, OGIP is
calculated using any matching point belonging to a BDF stem as follows:

OGIP =

1 Gp(match)
⋅
rρ GpDd (match)

(94)

4.3 Pseudofunctionless Analysis for Production at Less than Full
Potential
When a gas well is produced at a constant bottomhole pressure but not at its full
wide-open potential ( rρ < 1 ), the well is not able to deliver maximum flows. If a situation

rρ << 1 is maintained throughout the life of the well, ultimate recovery factors would turn
out to be rather poor so production at rρ ≈ 1 is typically the goal. Production at rρ < 1 is
associated with a well that is surface-constrained: a minimum pwf >> 0 might be
required in order to maintain surface flow through the surface production facility and
meet custody-transfer pressure goals without the need for compression. rρ < 1 might be
also maintained at the beginning of the life of the well to avoid excessive gas flow into
the facility and reduce operational problems. From Equation (80):
B

λ + rρ ⋅ [1 −

qDd

λ

] =1

Equation (95) implies that the value

(95)
B




λ + rρ ⋅ 1 −

qDd 
must hold constant for
λ 

any point along the BDF type curve. It follows that any two points in a BDF type curve
could be calculated as a function of one another through the equation:
B

λ = B λo + rρ ⋅ [ exp(− β t DAd ) − exp(− β o t DAdo ) ]

(96)
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This provides a semi-analytical means to calculate λ through a marching
algorithm and for any rρ —including rρ = 1. Note that the exponential argument β t DAd
and β itself are numerically related to λ as follows:

β = βo ⋅

tDAdo 1
∆t
+ (λ + λo ) ⋅ DAd
tDAd 2
tDAd

(97)

where ∆ t DAd = t DAd − t DAdo . Since one must use small values of ∆t DAd to maintain the
validity of the numerical approximation in (97), the expression that simultaneously
satisfies Equations (95) and (96) and is to be solved for λ as a function of λo , β o , t Ddo and
∆t DAd is:
B

λ = B λo − ω ⋅ (λ + λo )

where ω =

(98)

1
⋅ rρ ⋅ exp( − β ot DAdo ) ⋅ ∆t DAd and λo = β o = qDdo = 1 at t DAdo = 0 are used as the
2

starting point of the marching algorithm. Note that Equation (98) collapses to

λ=

B λ − ωλ
1−ω
o
o
can be used to create a recursive
⋅ λo as B  1 and the equality λ =
B 1− B
1+ ω
λ +ω

protocol for the calculation of λ initiated at λ= λo. Once λ has been calculated, β follows
from Equation (97), qDd rate predictions are performed via Equation (67), and GPDd is
obtained from Equation (77) as a function of β or from Equation (78) as a function of λ,
as shown:
GPDd = 1 − exp(− β t DAd )
GPDd =

1 B 
1− λ 
rρ 

(99)

Figure IV-8 shows the analytical rate-time type curve for the analysis of
boundary dominated flow (BDF) for a variety of partial initial drawdown scenarios ( rρ ’s )
applicable to gases of viscosity-compressibility characteristics described by B=0.85. In
order to generate qDd vs. tDAd decline type-curves for BDF analysis under less-than-wide-
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open decline conditions, the analytical, pseudofunctionless decline model for gas wells in
BDF presented in Equation (67) is employed.
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Figure IV-8: Analytical rate-time type curve for natural gases (B=0.85)producing
under boundary dominated flow (BDF) and less than wide-open decline
Figure IV-9 displays the corresponding cumulative production (gas recovery) –
time type curve derived by implementing Equations (99) for the generation of late-time
BDF stems:
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Figure IV-9: Analytical cumulative production-time type curve for natural gases
(B=0.85) producing under boundary dominated flow (BDF) and less than wide-open
decline
Note that gas recovery (R) is a sole functions of rρ and GPDd , as follows:
R=

GP
= rρ ⋅ GPDd = rρ ⋅ [1 − exp( − β t DAd )]
OGIP

(100)

from where what it is seen that R follows the asymptote R → rρ as t → ∞ . It is then clear
(see Figure IV-9) that a scenario rρ << 1 is far from optimal in terms of expected
ultimate recoveries ( R << 1 ). At the production potential of rρ , the maximum gas recover
Rmax = rρ . The common engineering practice is to produce wells as close as possible to

full-potential, whenever production does not need to be prorated, given that only wells
produced at full potential can approach R = 1 at late times. Both Figures IV-8 and IV-9
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show that the behavior of the less-than-wide-open-decline stems reverts back to that of
the wide-open decline stems described by Equations (86) and (88) when rρ approaches 1.
It is also evident that R  1 as rρ  1. When rρ is small and approaches 0 ( rρ << 1), the
rate “decline” approaches exponential character because flow rates are so small that are
incapable of exerting significant depletion and significantly affecting fluid properties—
which is evident by the fact that R  0 as rρ  0 in Figure IV-9. It should be noted that
the construction of the family of type curves in Figures IV-8 and IV-9 requires
knowledge of B of the gas and rρ values, since now both factors become responsible for
late-time BDF behavior. Explicit, iteration-free estimations of OGIP would follow an
identical procedure to the one used for wells producing at full potential, as outlined in a
later section, but using the appropriate type curve generated for the applicable B and rρ
combination.
Explicit, iteration-free estimations of OGIP using Figures IV-8 and IV-9 follow
an identical procedure as the one outlined by Equations (90) - (94) above. However, the
universal gas type curve (such as the plot qDBd/ (1+ B ) vs. B ⋅ t DAd in Figure IV-7) only exists
for full potential production. For constrained or partial-potential production, the
appropriate type curves for the given B and rρ scenario need to be generated from
Equations (67) and (99) and the semi-analytical protocol aforementioned for λ and β.
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4.4 Pseudofunctionless Decline Curve Model vs. Arps’ Empirical Model
4.4.1 Wells in True Wide-open Decline (Full Production Potential)
Using the analytical wide-open decline models, the decline rate (D) and decline
exponent (b) definitions (Equations 12 and 13) of routine use in Arps-based classical
decline curve analysis can be calculated. The decline rate (D) is given by Equation (12),
from where:
D=−

d ( qDd / Y )
1
= X ⋅ DD
(qDd / Y ) d (t DAd / X )

where DD = −

(101)

1 dqDd
, the dimensionless decline rate. The decline exponent (b) is
qDd dt DAd

calculated from Equation (13):
b=

d (1/ D ) d (1/ X ⋅ DD ) d (1 / DD )
=
=
dt
d (t DAd / X )
dt DAd

(102)

Therefore, from the rate equation (86) for wide-open decline follows, for the
dimensionless decline rate:
DD = −

1 dqDd
1
= (1 + B )
= (1 + B ) ⋅ λ
qDd dt DAd
Bt DAd + 1

(103)

and for the decline exponent for wide-open decline:
b=

d (1/ DD )
B
=
dt DAd
1+ B

(104)

Equation (104) shows that Arps’ “b” is indeed constant throughout the BDF life
of a gas well under wide-open decline. However, its value is not subject to empirical
determination through rate-time data fitting and rather is a exclusive function of the
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viscosity-compressibility characteristics of the gas (“B” exponent). Note that the decline
rate does change with time, as expected of a true hyperbolic decline. The initial decline
rate in Equation (15) can be estimated by evaluating Equation (103) at t=0, which gives
for Arps’ hyperbolic decline:
DDi = 1 + B

(105)

Please note that Arps’ Di in the hyperbolic Equation (15) does not have the same
numeric value as the Di in the pseudofunctionless exponential Equation (105). They can
be related, however, through the expression Di(Arps-hyp)= (1+B) Di(PFL-exp) for wells
producing at their full potential. Following Equation (105), it is recognized that:
Di (Arps-hyp) = (1 + B ) ⋅ X

(106)

while:
Di (PFL-exp) = X

(107)

The above discussion demonstrates on the basis of the rigorous analytical solution
for BDF derived in this work that the classical hyperbolic equation of Arps in Equation
(15) is strictly valid for the BDF analysis only when wells they are maintained producing
at full potential. It is noted that the empirically-based Equation (15) indeed exhibits the
same functional form as the wide-open rate decline equation (Equation 86) derived from
physical principles. It also shows that the basic premise behind Equation (15), i.e., that
Arps’ decline exponent “b” is constant throughout the BDF life of the well, proves
suitable for the analysis of rρ=1 cases. However, the commonly held assumption that
such decline exponent “b” is subject to empirical determination from rate-time data has
been fully invalidated. Instead, “b” is shown to be exclusively dependent on the
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viscosity-compressibility characteristics of the gas, quantified by its B-slope in plots such
as the one presented in Figure IV-4, also presented by Equation (104). “B” (and thus “b”)
is to be determined prior to any rate-time data fitting and is should not be made
dependent on it. Since 0 ≤ B <1, it follows that 0 ≤ b < 0.50 for the decline of natural gas
reservoirs. This range is fully consistent with widely quoted b-values for natural gases
cited in the literature [10, 33, 34, 37, 41]. The extremes of the b-spectrum correspond to
B=0 (liquid behavior), for which b=0 (liquid exponential decline), and B=1 (ideal gas
behavior) corresponding to b=0.50. Equation (104) provides the means to uniquely
define where any gas with known intermediate compressibility characteristics would land
within these two ends of the b-spectrum. This observation is crucial to avoid the wellknown problem of non-unique matches produced by the simultaneous calculation of b, Di,
and qgi during rate-time data fitting in classical decline curve analysis. The values of Di,
and qgi should then be obtained from type-curve matching against the universal gas type
curve in Figure IV-7. X and Y obtained from this match are used to calculate:
Di = (1 + B ) ⋅ X

(108)

qgi = 1 / Y

(109)
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4.4.2 Wells under Less than Wide-open Decline (Partial Production Potential)

Equation (67) rigorously models any constant-bottomhole pressure production in
BDF situation, including wide-open and less than wide-open decline. Based on Equation
(67), the dimensionless decline rate for a well in less than wide-open decline is given by:

DD = −

1 dqDd
d ln(λ )
=λ−
qDd dt DAd
dt DAd
B

dGPDd
= λ + B rρ
λ dt DAd

(110)

Since GPDd = [1 − exp(− β t DAd )] according to Equation (99),
DD = λ + Bλ

1−

1
B

rρ exp( − β t DAd )

(111)

Equation (80) enables recasting this equation as follows:

λ
λ

DD = (1 + B)λ − (1 − rρ ) ⋅ B B

(112)

Equation (112) shows that the dimensionless decline rate is a function of λ, rρ and
B for gas wells producing at less than full potential. Note that Equation (112) reverts back
to Equation (103) for rρ =1. Equation (112) can be used to determine values of the
dimensionless decline rate based on the λ values obtained from semi-analytical procedure
outlined earlier. The initial decline rate can be evaluated at t=0, λ=1, therefore:
DDi = 1 + rρ B

(113)

Using Equation (112), Arps’ decline exponent for less than wide-open conditions
can be derived:
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d (1 / DD )
b=
= B⋅
dt DAd

[1 + B − 2 ⋅

1 − rρ

1 − rρ − B λ
1 − rρ
[1 + B −
]2
B
1 − rρ − λ

]

(114)

which shows that “b” is indeed not constant throughout the BDF life of a well under less
than wide-open decline given its dependence on time-dependent λ. Note that as rρ  0, λ

 1 and in that limit b  0. This observation invalidates a basic tenant of Arps’
hyperbolic decline: the one that requires b to be time-independent so that Equation (104)
can remain valid and applicable for decline analysis. Equation (114) also reiterates that
not even the transient b is open to empirical determination through production data fitting,
as routinely done in classical decline analysis. Its value is unambiguously prescribed by
the viscosity-compressibility characteristics of the gas (“B”), and the time-dependent
value of λ.
On the basis of Equation (114), Figure IV-10 shows a semi-log plot of the
dimensionless transient b exponent for a gas reservoir (B=0.85) producing at partial
potential. When rρ = 1, a constant b factor can be observed throughout the life of the
well—which is consistent with previous discussion for gas wells producing at full
potential. With decreased rρ , however, b factor also decreases along with it and as time
progresses. Interestingly, the transient behavior of b is such that its value remains
constant for a significant portion of early well BDF life, until production dies off and b
then approaches exponential decline (b=0) at late times. Figure IV-11 reinforces this
idea by presenting the associated behavior of the dimensionless decline rate for the same
conditions. For the case of rρ = 1 (full potential production) the dimensionless DD rate
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decline harmonically (see Equation 103). With decreased rρ , decline rates in Figure IV-

11 approach horizontal lines at late times—which is characteristic of exponential decline.
Figures IV-10 and IV-11 thus demonstrate that gas wells producing at less than wideopen conditions possess a hybrid decline character: hyperbolic decline at early time in
BDF and exponential decline at later time. The duration of the early-time hyperbolic
behavior is clearly dependent on the value of rρ : the lower rρ goes, the sooner
exponential decline starts. The closer rρ is to 1, the more significant the early portion of
BDF data that can be characterized by hyperbolic decline.
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Figure IV-10: Transient hyperbolic exponent (b) for a gas reservoir (B=0.85)
producing under less than wide-open BDF decline
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Figure IV-11: Dimensionless decline rate (DD) for a gas reservoir (B=0.85)
producing under less than wide-open BDF decline

The early value of “b” that characterizes the early portion of the BDF data in

Figure IV-10 can be obtained by evaluating Equation (114) at initial conditions (t=0,
λ=1), which yields:
[1 + B + 2 ⋅
bi = B ⋅

[1 + B +

1 − rρ

rρ
1 − rρ
rρ

]
(115)

2

]
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Figure IV-12 exhibits the behavior of Equation (115) and shows that the early
BDF hyperbolic exponent (bi) becomes strongly dependent on rρ for these cases. As rρ

 1, b reaches its maximum value—the one prescribed by Equation (104) for full
potential production and which is exclusively dictated by the gas viscositycompressibility character. It is seen that a decreasing rρ severely restricts b. It is
concluded that producing a gas well at much less than its full potential ( rρ << 1) not only
significantly impairs the extent of the flow rates the reservoir can deliver and recovery
factors, but also significantly enhances their rapid decline by escalating their liquid-like
exponential decline character (b  0 as rρ  0 and/or t  ∞).
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Figure IV-12: Early BDF hyperbolic exponent (bi) for a gas reservoir B=0.85,
producing under less than wide-open decline
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Above discussion suggests that the hyperbolic Arps equation in (15) could be
used to describe the early portion of the BDF data for wells under less than wide-open
decline. The application of Arps in this case would need to embrace the early BDF
approximation b ≈ bi calculated via Equation (115). The values of Di and qgi would be
estimated from a type-curve math of available data against a BDF type curve constructed
for the given rρ and B, based on Equations (108) and (109). This procedure can be
reasonably expected to successfully match available early BDF data (i.e., history-match
the past) but any extrapolation or forecast from it would be laden with uncertainty. The
hyperbolic equation so constructed implicitly assumes that the value of bi would remain
constant for the life of the well, which will lead to significant overestimation of future
flow rates and recovery. Needless to say, the best practice would be to embrace the
rigorous BDF decline equation in (67) by calculating the associated depletion
dimensionless parameters defined by the pseudofunctionless approach.
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Chapter V.

Pseudofunctionless Type Curve Matching
and Reserve Calculations

5.1 West Virginia Gas Well A [27, 35], Field Case: Example 1
Gas Well A is a low-permeability gas well located in West Virginia. It produced
from the Onondaga chert and was hydraulically fractured. Its rate-time production data
was originally studied by Fetkovich [35] and later by Fraim and Wattenbarger [27] for
OGIP analysis. Table V-1 provides the only information needed about the system in
order to carry out our analysis. Based on these four pieces of information, and the use of
standard correlations for natural gas properties [46-49], Figure V-1 is constructed and the
following key information is extracted: ρi = 10.92 lb/ft3, ρ wf = 1.29 lb/ft3,
rρ =

ρi − ρ wf
= 0.88 , B=0.86.
ρi
Table V-1: Reservoir and fluid properties of Example [27, 35]
Reservoir and fluid properties
Gas specific gravity (air = 1)
Reservoir temperature (°F)
Initial pressure (psia)
Well sandface pressure (psia)

Values
0.57
160
4,175
500
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Figure V-1: Log-log plot of

1

10

1
vs. density (ρ) for natural gas of SG = 0.57 (T =
µ g cg

160 °F)
Since rρ =

ρi − ρ wf
= 0.88 > 0.80, there are two choices for carrying out the
ρi

pseudofunctionless BDF type-curve match. One possibility is to generate the actual BDF
stem that corresponds to a system producing under rρ = 0.88 and B=0.86 by
implementing the procedure outlined in the previous section. Alternatively, one may
decide to use the universal type curve for wide-open BDF analysis. Since rρ > 0.80 for
this well, both analyses can be shown to be equivalent for engineering purposes.
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For curve-matching using a q Dd vs. t DAd BDF type curve (e.g., Figure IV-8 for
B=0.86 gases):
1.

Generate the benchmark q Dd vs. t DAd BDF log-log stem corresponding to

the target rρ and B by following the semi-analytical procedure outlined in Chapter
4.
2.

Define x-axis and y-axis displacement constants (X and Y, respectively)

providing the conversion between the qsc vs. t dimensional data to q Dd vs. t DAd
dimensionless data (i.e., X ⋅ t and Y ⋅ qsc ) . X has a units of

of
3.

1
and Y has a unit
time

1
.
flow rate

The actual data curve qsc vs. t is to be placed over the benchmark q Dd vs.

t DAd type curve into a position that represents the best fit possible for the late-time
data. Actual field data is plotted on the same log-log type curve in terms of X ⋅ t
vs. Y ⋅ qsc .
4.

X and Y are adjusted until the best match for the data in the boundary

dominated flow region is attained.
For curve-matching using the universal

B +1

B
qDd
vs. B ⋅ t DAd BDF type curve (i.e.,

Figure IV-7 for wide-open decline):
1.

Express actual production data in terms of B ⋅ t and

B +1

qscB
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2.

Find the value of the multipliers X and Y that provides the best possible

match between the X ⋅ B ⋅ t and (Y ) B /(1+ B ) ⋅ (qsc ) B /(1+ B ) data set in the BDF region
and the universal type curve for wide-open decline presented in Figure IV-7.

Figures V-2 and V-3 display the results from both matches using the rate-time
production data for the West Virginia Gas Well A. Both approaches yield very similar
results, further verifying their equivalency for cases rρ > 0.80 . The match in Figure V-2,
for instance, is attained with the following X and Y axis-displacement factors (since X
and Y are small number, 1/X and 1/Y are reported instead):
1
t ( match)
=
= 1428.6 [Day]
X t DAd ( match)
1 qsc ( match)
=
= 1818.2 [Mscf/Day]
Y qDd ( match)

which can be verified directly from the figure by picking any match point.
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Figure V-2: Example 1 rate-time production data match against universal type
curve for wide-open decline
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Pseudofunctionless type curve,rρ=0.88, B=0.86
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Figure V-3: Example 1 rate-time production data match against less-than-full
potential BDF stem
The highlight of this procedure is that nothing else, other than the application of
Equation (90) reproduced below, is needed to immediately generate a robust, reliable
OGIP prediction for this well:

OGIP =

1 1 1
1
⋅ ⋅ =
⋅ 1428.6 *1818.2[ Mscf ] = 2.95 [ Bscf ]
rρ X Y 0.88

(116)

which is a result consistent with the prediction of 3.035 Bscf given by Fraim and
Wattenbarger [27], 3.36 Bscf given by Fetkovich [35], and 2.6281 Bscf given by
Blasingame and Lee [54] but obtained: 1) with far less data manipulation and preparation,
2) with no iterations, 3) by maintaining all variables firmly grounded on physical
intuition, 4) by circumventing all the awkwardness associated to pseudo-functions, and 5)
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in very few steps while fully honoring all physical principles involved in the volumetric
depletion of single-phase gas reservoirs. Fetkovich provided his prediction using material
balance principles and by estimating pore volume based on a best rate-time data match
against his type curve—which he considered to be the b=0.50 empirical stem for the latetime data—without using the pseudotime concept but implementing pseudopressure
corrections [35]. Fraim and Wattenbarger obtained their estimate with an iterative
procedure that required matching the rate-time data, modified to be expressed in terms of
normalized pseudotime, against Fetkovich’s liquid exponential late-time stem [27].
Blasingame and Lee [54] obtained their estimate using a gas material balance iterative
solution based on the concepts of pseudopressure and pseudotime. They justified their
lower OGIP estimate by indicating that the assumption of radial flow during boundarydominated conditions may not be correct for the analysis of a fractured well such as this.
They later placed their estimation of OGIP for this well at 2.6278 Bscf with the use of a
boundary dominated time transformation, that required an iterative solution for its
calculation in terms of pseudo-variables, and type-curve matching against Fetkovich type
curve for radial flow [55]. This work relies on the assumption of radial BDF at late times.
Note that the use of different PVT property correlations by different authors can also
have an effect of these calculations. A small refinement to the OGIP prediction above can
be pursued by using the X and Y displacement factors calculated for the match obtained in

Figure V-3, which yields OGIP=2.93 Bscf.
Future performance for this gas well can now be reliably forecast using the
proposed BDF decline model that uses the (X,Y) information obtained from the typecurve match:
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qgsc (Mscf/Day) = λ ⋅ qgi ⋅ exp[− β ⋅ Di ⋅ t (Days)]

(117)

where qgi = 1 / Y = 1818.2 [Mscf/Day] and Di = X = 0.0007 [1/Day] . This decline model
requires the prediction for the λ and β depletion parameters as a function of time. If one is
comfortable with using the wide-open decline models for this well with rρ = 0.88 (> 0.80),
one writes:

λ=

1
1
=
1 + B ⋅ X ⋅ t 1 + 0.000602 ⋅ t (Days)

(118)

β=

1
ln(0.000602 ⋅ t (Days) + 1)
ln( B ⋅ X ⋅ t + 1) =
0.000602 ⋅ t (Days)
B ⋅ X ⋅t

(119)

which collapses the above rate decline equation to:
qgsc (Mscf/Day) =

q gi

[ B ⋅ Di ⋅ t (Days) + 1]

1
+1
B

=

1818.18

[ 0.000602 ⋅ t (Days) + 1]

2.1628

(120)

One could attempt to force a match between data from wells producing at less
than wide-open decline to and the convenient universal type curve in Figure IV-7.
Predictably, the quality of the late-time match and OGIP predictions degenerates as rρ
significantly departs from 1. To quantify this effect, we conducted a sensitivity study on
the accuracy of OGIP predictions using the universal curve ( rρ = 1, Figure IV-7) using
the entire spectrum of values of rρ and rate-time boundary-dominated data. A large
number of numerical simulations based on the reservoir and fluid properties presented in

Table III-1 were conducted. Different wellbore bottomhole pressure specifications were
tested in order to generate rate-time boundary-dominated data and predict OGIP based on
the universal curve in Figure IV-7. Resulting OGIP predictions with respect to actual
OGIP are presented in Figure V-4 as a function of rρ . It is evident in this figure that
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BDF rate-time match against the universal gas type curve becomes quite reasonable for
rρ > 0.80. However, as rρ goes below 0.80, an unambiguous match between BDF data

and the universal curve is no longer possible. This is to be expected because the decline
character of gas BDF data becomes increasingly exponential as rρ  0 (see Figure IV-8)
and thus appreciably different from the predictions of Equation (89). When the match of
rρ < 0.80 data is still forced through an automated “best fit” routine of available data

points against Equation (89), the quality of the OGIP prediction then becomes
unpredictably dependent on the number of BDF data points used in the match. In
summary, the use of the wide-open decline universal type curve (Figure IV-7) can be
expected to satisfactorily accurate OGIP prediction in the analysis of natural gas
reservoirs producing at high potential (0.8 < rρ < 1). For natural gas reservoir producing
at lower values of bottomhole-to-initial density ratios ( rρ ≤ 0.8), the universal type curve
for wide-open decline should not be used. For such cases, one must construct the actual
BDF type curve for production data matching using the procedure described in Chapter
4.3. The best practice, naturally, would be to always construct the appropriate BDF type
curve for the actual values of rρ and B for the gas well scenario under study.
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Figure V-4: Accuracy of OGIP predictions using universal wide-open ( rρ = 1)
decline curve when rρ ≠ 1
Similar type curve matching can also be conducted with cumulative production
data, which cumulative production type curve (Figure IV-6) with B=0.86 should be used.

Figure V-5 shows the matching between the cumulative production and the type curve.
As shown in Equation (94), once a match is obtained, the OGIP can be readily calculated
as:

OGIP =

1 Gp(match)
1
⋅
= 2597 ×
[ MMscf ] = 2.95[ Bcf ]
rρ GpDd (match)
0.88

(121)
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Figure V-5: Type curve matching with cumulative production data
Although the cumulative production data is always smoother than the production rate
data, its change in a log-log plot may not be as significant as rate data. In addition,
Equation (121) implies the OGIP calculation from cumulative production data matching
solely relies on the multiplier on the GpDd axis, while the flow rate matching relies on the
multipliers of both axis’s (e.g., Equation 90). This implies that flow-rate matching would
be easier to achieve manually because both axes are displaced by a constant number.
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5.2 Palacio and Blasingame [32], Numerical Case: Example 2
Example 2 is a numerical simulation scenario from [32]. Given that this is a
synthetic case created by the authors, OGIP was known to be equal to 4.04x106 Mscf.

Table V-2 presents the input reservoir and fluid properties necessary for OGIP prediction
and future forecast using our method. Similarly to the previous example, and based on the
key inputs in Table V-2 and the use of standard correlations for natural gas properties
[46-49], Figure V-6 is created and the following critical information is derived: ρi =
12.86 lb/ft3; ρ wf = 1.38 lb/ft3; rρ =

ρi − ρ wf
= 0.89 ; B=0.82. Given that rρ > 0.80, the
ρi

universal type curve for wide-open decline can be used as the analytic tool of choice.

Table V-2 and Figure V-7 present the results of the match and report an OGIP prediction
of 4.03 Bscf—very closely matching actual gas in place reported by Palacio and
Blasingame (4.04x106 Mscf). Following the same procedure outlined for Example 1,
future performance for this well can now be reliably forecast with the BDF decline
models in Equations (117) to (119) on the basis of the known values of X and Y.

Table V-2: Inputs/outputs for pseudofunctionless type-curve match of Example 2
Input - Reservoir and fluid properties [32]
Gas specific gravity (SG), air=1
0.65
Reservoir temperature (°F)
200
Initial pressure (psia)
4800
Wellbore bottomhole pressure (psia)
500
Output – Universal Type Curve Match
0.89 > 0.80
rρ
1/X (Day)
Y (Mscf/Day)
OGIP prediction (Bscf)–(Equation 84)

9.5
377358.5
4.03
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Figure V-6: Viscosity-Compressibility vs. density (ρ) for gas SG=0.65 (T=200 °F)
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Figure V-7: Rate-time type curve match against universal type curve, Example 2
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5.3 Fraim and Wattenbarger [27], Numerical Case: Example 3
Example 3 is also a numerically-generated gas well decline scenario reported by
Fraim and Wattenbarger [27]. This second numerical example is selected for analysis
because it involves production at much less than full potential production ( rρ << 0.80).
Since this is a synthetically created scenario, OGIP is accurately known and was placed
at 61.5 Bscf by the authors. The information in Table V-3 and Figure V-8 enable the
calculation of the following key parameters driving the solution: ρi = 12.13 lb/ft3, ρ wf =
8.01 lb/ft3, rρ =

ρi − ρ wf
= 0.34 , B=0.84. Since rρ < 0.80 , the use of the universal wideρi

open decline curve should be avoided and a less-than-wide-open, partial-productionpotential BDF type curve must be generated for rρ = 0.34, B=0.84. Figure V-9 displays
the late-time stems for rρ = 0.34 (B=0.84) and for rρ = 1 (full potential type curve
prediction for B=0.84) for comparison purposes. The rate-time production data match is
also presented. It is evident that the match against the rρ = 0.34 type curve is excellent,
but any potential “matches” against the wide-open decline type curve ( rρ = 1) would be
quite poor. As previously illustrated in Figure V-4, forcing a match against the rρ = 1
type curve would lead to highly ambiguous OGIP results which would be erratically
dependent on the number of BDF data points used in the analysis. The excellent rρ = 0.34
match in this figure is obtained with the multipliers 1/X and 1/Y reported in Table V-3,
which results in an accurate resource prediction that closely matches Fraim and
Wattembarger’s quoted OGIP of 61.51 Bscf [27].
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Table V-3: Inputs/outputs for pseudofunctionless type-curve match of Example 3
Input - Reservoir and fluid properties [27]
Gas specific gravity (SG), air=1
0.601
Reservoir temperature (°F)
200
Initial pressure (psia)
5,000
Wellbore bottomhole pressure (psia)
3,000
Output – rρ = 0.34, B=0.84 Type Curve Match
rρ

0.34 < 0.80

1/X (Day)
1/Y (Mscf/Day)
OGIP prediction (Bscf)–(Equation 84)

999.9
20920.5
61.52
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Figure V-8: Viscosity-Compressibility vs. density (ρ) for gas SG=0.601 (T=200 °F)
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Figure V-9: Rate-time type curve match against rρ = 0.34, B=0.84 type curve,
Example 3
Future performance for this gas well can now be reliably forecast using the
proposed BDF decline model and the (X,Y) information obtained from the type-curve
match:

qsc (Mscf/Day) = λ ⋅ qgi ⋅ exp[− β ⋅ Di ⋅ t *(Days)]
where qgi = 1/ Y = 20920.5 [Mscf/Day] and Di = X = 0.001 [1/Day] . Given that rρ = 0.34,
the prediction model for the λ and β depletion parameters must implement the semianalytical protocol described in Chapter 4. In this protocol, λ and β solutions are marched
forward in time using previous time step data (λo and βo) through the objective functions:
B

λ = B λo − ω ⋅ (λ + λo )
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β = βo ⋅

to 1
∆t
+ (λ + λo ) ⋅
t 2
t

where ∆t = t − to and ω =

Di
⋅ rρ ⋅ exp( − β o ⋅ Di ⋅ to ) ⋅ ∆t . One must use small values of ∆t
2

to march the solution forward in time and maintain the validity of the numerical
approximations used to derive the incremental λ and β equations. Cumulative production
and EUR predictions for this well would follow Equation (99).

5.4 Ilk et al. HP/HT Gas Well [56], Field Case: Example 4
Example 4 is a hydraulically fractured high pressure/high temperature tight gas
reservoir reported by Ilk et al. [56], who applied both a semi-analytical relation proposed
by Ansah et al. [57] and the Power-law Exponential Rate Decline Model proposed by Ilk
et al. [58] to obtain a prediction of OGIP of 8.0 Bcf for this HP/HT well. Table V-4
presents input values necessary for OGIP prediction and future forecast using our method
from where is calculated using Figure V-10: ρi = 17.63 lb/ft3; ρ wf = 2.136 lb/ft3;
rρ =

ρi − ρ wf
= 0.88 , B=0.86. Please note that Ilk et al. [56] did not provide
ρi

compositional gas information or gas specific gravity, hence a dry gas reservoir
composition (SG=0.55) was assumed after observing that resulting B and matching was
not highly sensitive to specific gravity for the prevailing reservoir temperature of T=260
ºF and within typical SG ranges. Table V-4 also presents the resulting OGIP prediction
based on the BDF match obtained in Figure V-11 against the universal type curve for
wide-open production ( rρ > 0.80 ). The prediction confirms the OGIP value that Ilk et al.
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obtained using independent (empirical and semi-empirical) methods. As before, the “X”
and “Y” multipliers from Table V-4 obtained from the match can be also used to
formulate all the forecasting equations needed to estimate future performance for this
HP/HT gas well.

Table V-4: Inputs/Outputs for pseudofunctionless type-curve match of Example 4
Input - Reservoir and fluid properties [56]
Gas specific gravity (SG), air=1
0.55
Reservoir temperature (°F)
260
Initial pressure (psia)
14,000
Wellbore bottomhole pressure (psia)
1,000
Output – Universal Type Curve Match
0.88 > 0.80
rρ
1/X (Day)
1/Y (Mscf/Day)
OGIP prediction (Bscf)–(Equation 84)

1666.7
4166.7
7.9
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Figure V-10: Viscosity-Compressibility vs. density (ρ) for gas SG=0.55 (T=260 °F)
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Figure V-11: Rate-time type curve match against universal type curve, HP/HT
Example 4
It is worth mentioning that all the examples discussed above sharing the same
assumption that the gas composition is stable throughout the production. Although this
assumption is acceptable generally [27, 56], it may be incorrect for certain reservoir cases.
For instance, Schettler [59] has observed that gas composition shifted during the
production of a shale gas reservoir. The shift in gas composition can affect both B value
and production potential rρ , which suggests that a single decline curve may not be
suitable for production data matching. Nevertheless, one can still tend to match the
production data to completed decline type curves (e.g., Figure IV-5 and IV-8), which
could also indicate the range of B and rρ during the production. However, detailed
discussion is beyond the scope of this work and will be investigated in the future.
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5.5 Reserve Estimations using Liquid Type Curves and Reliable Infinite
Data Matches
5.5.1 OGIP Prediction from λ values

Beside the OGIP prediction from type curve matching discuss earlier (Equations
90 and 94), a second method can be used to predict OGIP if values of λ are available.
The classical volumetric tank model for dry gas reservoir performance analysis (Equation
24) is reproduced here:

ρ = ρi (1 −

Gp
OGIP

)

(122)

where Gp is total production and OGIP is the original gas in place. Therefore, since

λ=(

ρ B
) and for the case of production from dry and volumetric natural gas reservoirs,
ρi

λ and Gp should maintain the relation:
λ 1/ B = 1 −

1
⋅ Gp
OGIP

(123)

Equation (123) indicates that if λ is known, a plot of λ 1/ B vs. GP can reveal the
OGIP of this reservoir from its very slope or by directly reading the intercept of the linear
extrapolation of the production data as it crosses the x-axis ( λ 1/ B = 0, Gp = OGIP ),
which closely echoes the classical technique employed in the estimation of natural gas
reserves. As demonstrated in the subsequent sections, λ and β can be independently
obtained from production data matching—i.e., by assessing the departure from real gas
production data and expected liquid analytical behavior. This is particularly applicable to
boundary-dominated production data, where the wellbore drains fluids from a fixed
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drainage area or area of influence. Once λ and β versus time values are available, they can
be used to directly estimate the OGIP without the iterative process that is the staple of
traditional pseudofunction-based analysis of production data [25]. If a plot such as the
one in Figure II-1 becomes independently available from the analysis of qg, Gp vs. time
data, it follows from Equation (123) that a plot of B λ vs. GP (t ) can reveal the OGIP of
this reservoir from its very slope or by directly reading the intercept of the linear
extrapolation of the production data as it crosses the x-axis ( B λ = 0, Gp = OGIP )—
which closely echoes the classical technique employed in the estimation of natural gas
reserves. For this calculation, the “B” correlating coefficient is the only information
needed beyond λ vs. Gp information. For the depletion of a methane reservoir (SG=0.55)
at 200 °F, for example, regression analysis of its

1
vs. density trace in a log-log plot
µ g cg

shows that α = 4.5017 and B = 0.8322 (Table II-1). Figure V-12 illustrates this
technique for the fictitious methane reservoir under consideration, which follows the λ
behavior shown in Figure II-1. This figure shows that OGIP can be straightforwardly
placed at 260 MMSCF. Note that λ values used in Figure V-12 (from Figure II-1) had
been originally calculated from Equation (16) (but not Equation 117) with the direct
application of standard natural gas correlations [46-48]. The possibility of constructing a
figure such as Figure V-12 illustrates the value of having access to a correlation such as
Equation (123).
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Figure V-12: Non-iterative OGIP estimation based on λ values

5.5.2 OGIP from back calculated λ and β’s

Previous discussions have demonstrated that what stands in between a proper
match between actual gas responses and any liquid analytical model is the proper
calculation of λ and β depletion-driven dimensionless parameters or displacement factors.

λ and β are basically displacement factors which dictate how displaced gas solutions are
to be found with respect to their liquid analog. A uniform λ = β = 1 trace naturally
indicates that there would be no displacement between the two solutions at all. This a key
realization that opens the door for the use of any liquid type curve generated in the
literature for the case of natural gas reservoir engineering analysis, without
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pseudofunctions and while expressing every variable in the analysis in terms of physical,
tangible system properties. For example, when unsteady responses from gas wells are
available and reservoir characteristics such as OGIP need to be estimated, the
pseudofunctionless approach allows one more avenue of application: the so-called
inverse-looking problem or back-calculation of λ and β traces.
In general, it is stated that any gas response could be exactly and uniquely
matched to its liquid analog as long as the proper λ and β traces or solution displacements
are calculated. In addition, these λ and β traces are not independent from each other since
they also need to satisfy, at every point in time, the condition:

λ=

d ( β t DAd )
dt DAd

(124)

Therefore, one can attempt to match the early field data with liquid type curves
proposed by Fetkovich [34, 35] (which requires the availability of reliable infinite acting
production data in order to identify the correct early-time stem) and use the late-data
mismatch to quantify the displacements λ and β. Figure V-13 shows an example of
matching, in which one of the numerical simulation results generated earlier (Table III-1,
reD=700) is matched against the corresponding Fetkovich’s liquid type curve. As
expected, once BDF flow starts, the gas solution starts to significantly deviate from its
liquid analog.
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Figure V-13: Early production data matching with liquid type curves
Based on the mismatch and Equation (67), λ and β can be uniquely calculated
from the objective function:
liq
gas
f ( β ) = λ ⋅ qDd
( β t DAd ) − qDd

(125)

which is a restatement of the constant pressure rate transformation in Equation (61).
Equation (125) is able to uniquely determine the value of β (and λ) that measures the
discrete solution displacement or mismatch at every point in time, provided that Equation
liq
(124) is simultaneously enforced. In Equation (125), qDd
is prediction obtained from the

liquid analytical solution (read from a type curve or obtained by inverse Laplace
gas
is real production data (from simulation or field data) in
transforms) and qDd
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dimensionless terms, which should be calculated from any matched point in infinite
acting flow region:
q

gas
Dd

liq
qDd
= qsc ⋅ (
) match , early
qsc

(126)

For every discrete match with a smoothen trend of the field production data, one writes:
f ( β )<n> =

( β t D )<n> − ( β t D )<n−1> liq <n> <n>
qD ( β t D ) − qDgas ,<n>
t D<n> − t D<n−1>

(127)

where the value of β at the new time level “n” is the only unknown in the objective
function. Calculations start with the condition λ = β = 1 at t = 0 and progressively build
the λ - β trace until the last available point of production data is analyzed. This study
refers to values of λ and β obtained from implementation of this objective function as
“back calculated”.

Figure V-14 presents the comparisons, in a log-log format for added clarity, of λ
and β values obtained from back calculation (“BC”) versus those obtained from the
material balance-enforced (“MB”) definitions (Equations 35 and 17). As shown, these
two independent methods give consistent result for all reservoir scenarios. This is a
particularly encouraging result. It is important to emphasize that Equations (125) to (127)
and Equations (35) and (17) provide two independent ways of calculation of λ and β. The
first set of equations basically allows the calculation of the actual values of λ and β which
would be needed for the gas response and liquid analytical response to exactly match.
The second set of equations allows the formulation of a bridge between the method and
zero-dimensional tank material balances. In this context, Figure V-14 presents evidence
that material balance-enforced (“MB”) definitions (Equations 35 and 17) are largely valid.
A close inspection of Figure V-14 reveals that the material balance-enforced (“MB”)
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definitions (Equations 35 and 17) are particularly applicable to boundary-dominated
data—the time interval where the best matches between the two methods are found. For
early transient data, the material balance-enforced (“MB”) definitions tend to slightly
underestimate actual λ and β. The reason for this has been discussed in the literature (see
[60, 61], for example) and they have to do with the fact that material balance equations
such as (34) can fail to properly capture average reservoir densities for systems whose
drainage area increase with time (i.e., during early transient flow) and the entire drainage
area is yet to be contacted. This does not seem to represent an insurmountable problem
for the analysis since λ ≈ β ≈ 1 during early-time. Alternatively, one can propose refined
or tuned material balance-enforced (“MB”) definitions (Equations 35 and 17) applicable
for infinite acting flow following the work of Anderson and Mattar [60], for example.
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Figure V-14: Comparisons of λ and β from back calculation (“BC”, Equations 125
to 127) and from material balance (“MC”, Equation 35 and 17) for a variety of
reservoir sizes.
As discussed earlier, Gp vs. B λ plots can be seamlessly used to predict OGIP. As
long as boundary-dominated gas production data is available, and once the λ and β backcalculated profiles are available, an iteration-less reserve estimation analysis can be
conducted. Figure V-15 presents the corresponding back-calculated B λ vs Gp plots and
prediction of OGIPs for all three reservoir scenarios in Table III-1. A remarkable linear
trend can be observed for each reservoir scenario, and very accurate OGIP predictions are
obtained using the proposed extrapolation—without resorting to any iteration. It should
be noted that OGIP predictions using this method are expected to become less reliable
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under two key circumstances: 1) when most available production data in found in earlytime infinite-acting regime, and 2) when the validity of the viscosity-compressibility
correlation comes into question. Both conditions would lead to a lack of a compliance
with the straight-line trend shown in Figure V-15. If the second condition is the
prevailing one, one more set of calculations would be needed. Since λ is a unique
function of pressure/density in isothermal depletion, back calculated λ’s must be now
uniquely matched with its corresponding density ratio ρ / ρ i using the standard and
widely accepted correlations for natural gas properties ([46-48], for instance). In such a
case, a plot of ρ / ρ i vs. Gp would now recapture the linear trend and OGIP would be
easily estimated.
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Conclusions
A novel method of analysis of unsteady state responses from natural gas
reservoirs has been introduced to the natural gas literature which enables the creation of a
new generation of interpretation tools for natural gas reservoir engineering [45, 53]. The
proposed approach is pseudofunctionless, thus eliminating the awkwardness of handling,
calculating, and interpreting pseudo-variables as it is common practice in natural gas
engineering today. The pseudofunctionless formulation has demonstrated to be a robust,
sound, and reliable approach where all variables retain a strong physical background and
connection to physical principles. It offers an effective vehicle for the analysis of gas
flow behavior and gas well response based on the use of the myriad of type curve tools
available in the literature that have been developed throughout the years for liquid and oil
systems. With the implementation of a dimensionless viscosity-compressibility ratio λ
(controlled by reservoir depletion and overall material balance) and a displaced time
dimensionless factor β (controlled by λ), the density diffusivity equation can be readily
used to rigorously describe the unsteady behavior of gas reservoirs producing with either
a constant pressure production or a constant rate production using existing liquid and
readily available analytical solutions. λ and β traces can also be back calculated by
matching actual gas reservoir production data against liquid analytical solutions and the
results successfully used to predict the original gas in place without the need for iterations.
It is expected that the approach is able to describe many other boundary conditions, given
that the proposed novel formulation can effectively describe the wellbore density and rate
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response during both constant rate and constant pressure production of natural gas
reservoirs.
Detailed boundary-dominated decline behavior of natural gas reservoirs
producing

at

constant

pressure

has

been

investigated

using

the

rigorous

pseudofunctionless density diffusivity equation. The proposed analytical decline equation
for gas wells successfully describes their rate-time behavior during boundary-dominated
flow. Pseudofunctionless type curves were developed for wells producing at their full
potential (rρ=1) and less than full potential or less-than-wide-open decline (rρ <1). It was
established that late-time depletion behavior for wells producing at full potential is
unequivocally controlled by gas composition and reservoir temperature and as such is not
subject to empirical rate-time best-fit matching. It was further demonstrated that gas
wells producing at less than full potential exhibit a hybrid decline behavior that combines
a hyperbolic decline character during early boundary dominated flow but an exponential
decline character at late times. Furthermore, the developed pseudofunctionless type
curves for natural gas reservoirs readily predict original gas in place—explicitly and
without the need for iterative procedures. A convenient single-line, universal gas type
curve is also proposed for BDF performance analysis of any gas well producing at close
to wide-open decline (rρ > 0.80). Proposed type curves are demonstrated to successfully
match rate-time production BDF data, predict future performance, and reliably estimate
fluid is place for any gas reservoir fluid that exhibits a linear dependency between density
and

1
in a log-log plot—which is shown to be the case for most natural gases of
µ g cg

interest.
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Appendix A: Pseudofunctionless Transformation into
Pseudofunction-based Equations
The pseudopressure definition in Equation (5) can be straight-forwardly
transformed in terms of viscosity-compressibility changes as shown below:
p

m( p ) = 2 ∫
0

p
dp = 2
µg Z

p/ Z

∫
0

1
d( p / Z)
µ g cg

(A-1)

The identity in Equation (A-1) was used by Carter [42] in his calculation of an
average and constant λ - depletion parameter for a gas well producing at a constantpressure (Equation 4 in Carter’s paper). From Equation (A-1), it follows:
1
1 dm( p ) θ dm( p )
=
= ⋅
µ g c g 2 d ( p / Z ) 2 dρ

(A-2)

or,
dρ
1
θ
θ µ gi c gi
= ⋅
= ⋅
dm( p ) 2 µ g c g 2 λ (t )

(A-3)

where dρ = θ ⋅ d ( p / Z ) for isothermal conditions ( θ = MW / RT ) and the definition of

λ (t ) . The identity in (A-3) can be used to transform the pseudofunctionless formulation
into the pseudofunction based formulation. Starting from the pseudofunctionless
Equation (27):
1 ∂  ∂ρ  φµ gi c gi ∂ρ
r
=
r ∂r  ∂r 
k
∂( βt )

(A-4)

It is readily seen that:
1 ∂  ∂m( p ) ∂ρ  φµ gi c gi ∂m( p ) ∂ρ
∂ (βt )
 r
 =
⋅
⋅
⋅
r ∂r 
∂r
∂m( p ) 
k
∂ ( βt ) ∂m( p ) ∂t a'

(A-5)

would readily collapse to the pseudofunction-based equation:
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1 ∂  ∂m( p )  φµ gi c gi ∂m( p )
r
=
r ∂r 
k
∂r 
∂t a'
As long as the calculation of

(A-6)
∂ρ
∂ ( βt )
remains independent of radius and
= 1.
∂m( p )
∂t a'

The former condition is readily satisfied because of the radial independence of λ
demonstrated in Chapter 2, and the latter is always true as long as pseudotime is written
in its normalized form (see Equation 10). In other words, as long as these two conditions
are satisfied, the two formulations are mathematically interchangeable. This gives
pseudofunctionless analysis the upperhand, not only because it is much more closely tied
in spirit and form to conservation principles [i.e., continuity principle in Equation (1) is
always actually expressed in terms of density changes just as Equation (27) is], but also
because, as a consequence of it, all variables involved retain strong connections to
physical quantities and principles, which greatly aids the interpretation of results.
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Appendix B: Liquid Solutions in the Laplacian Space
The general diffusivity with Darcy’s law (Equation 2), assuming a constant porosity
1 ∂  k ∂ρ 
∂ρ
r
=φ


r ∂r  µ c ∂r 
∂t

(B-1)

For a liquid reservoir, µ c = µi ci , therefore in dimensionless form:

1 ∂  ∂ρ D  ∂ρ D
 rD
=
rD ∂rD  ∂rD  ∂tD

(B-2)

The definition of dimensionless variables can be found in Table B-1

Table B-1: definition of dimensionless variable for constant pressure and constant
rate production
variable

Constant pressure production
αk
tD =
t
µi ci rw 2φ
r
rw
ρi − ρ
ρi − ρ wf

Constant rate production
αk
tD =
t
µi ci rw 2φ
r
rw

qD

ρ sc µi ci
qsc
2π hα 0 k ( ρi − ρ wf )

1 ρ sc µi ci
qsc
ρi 2π hα 0 k

α0

6.328 × 10−3

tD
rD

ρD

ρi − ρ 1
ρi qD

ft 2 − cp
; unit conversion constant
psia − md − day

Equation (B-2) can also be obtained from Equation (22) by forcing λ = β = 1 ,
which is used in previous discussion. Note that Equation (B-2) is mathematically
identical to the conventional dimensionless liquid diffusivity equation:

1 ∂  ∂pD
 rD
rD ∂rD  ∂rD

 ∂pD
=
 ∂t D

(B-3)
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The only difference is the notation of dependent variable. In addition, they are
subjecting to identical boundary condition. Therefore, any mathematical solution for
Equation (B-3) can be readily applied to Equation (B-2).
1) For constant pressure/density production:
Initial condition: ρ D = 0 , at t D = 0 , any rD
Outer boundary condition:

∂ρ D
∂rD

= 0 , at rD = reD, re D =
rD = reD

(B-3a)
re
,any tD
rw

Inner boundary condition: ρ D = 1 , at rD=1, any tD

(B-3b)

(B-3c)

The solution in Laplace space is:

ρ D (rD , s ) =

I1 (reD s ) K 0 (rD s ) + K1 (reD s ) I 0 (rD s )
s[ I1 (reD s ) K 0 ( s ) + I 0 ( s ) K1 (reD s )]

(B-4)

The dimensionless flow rate in Laplace space is:
qD ( s ) =

∂ρ D
∂rD

=
rD =1

I1 (reD s ) K1 ( s ) − K1 (reD s ) I1 ( s )
s [ I1 (reD s ) K 0 ( s ) + I 0 ( s ) K1 (reD s )]

(B-5)

2) For liquid constant rate production:
Initial condition: ρ D = 0 , at t D = 0 , any rD
Outer boundary condition:

Inner boundary condition:

∂ρ D
∂rD

= 0 , at rD = reD, re D =
rD = reD

∂ρ D
= 1 , at rD=1
∂rD

(B-6a)
re
,any tD
rw

(B-6b)

(B-6c)

The dimensionless density drop at wellbore is:

ρ wD ( s ) =

I1 (reD s ) K 0 ( s ) + I 0 ( s ) K1 (reD s )
s s [ I1 (reD s ) K1 ( s ) − I1 ( s ) K1 (reD s )]

(B-7)
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Appendix C: Long-time Approximation for an Oil Reservoir
Producing at Constant Pressure
The dimensionless governing equation for an oil reservoir is:

1 ∂  ∂pD  ∂pD
 rD
=
rD ∂rD  ∂rD  ∂t D

(C-1a)

r
η
, tD =
⋅ t , η = k /( µ i ciφ )
rw
rw2

where: rD =

pD =

( pi − p )

αp

pD =

( pi − p)
α p qD

qD =

µ Bo qsc
,
2π kh α p

(C-1b)

for a constant pressure (pwf) inner boundary

(C-1c)

for a constant rate (qsc) inner boundary, where:

(C-1d)

(C-1e)

α p = ( pi − p wf ) for a constant pressure (pwf) inner boundary condition (C-1f)
α P = pi

for a constant rate (qsc) inner boundary condition.

(C-1g)

It is widely known that for a constant rate production and at pseudosteady state
the dimensionless pressure response at wellbore is [23-25, 28, 52]:
pwD ,CR = at DA + bD , PSS

where:

(C-2a)

a = 2π
tD A =

rw2
⋅ tD
A

1
4 A
bD , PSS = ln( γ
)
2 e C Arw2

(C-2b)

(C-2c)

(C-2d)
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With the Laplace transformation approach by Van Everdingen and Hurst [11],
Equation (B-2a) can be transformed into Laplace space:

pwD ,CR ( s) =

a bD , PSS
+
s2
s

(C-3)

It can also be proved that in Laplace space the dimensionless flow rate of a
constant pressure production well and the dimensionless wellbore pressure flow response
of a constant rate production well has the relation [25, 52]:
pwD , CR ( s ) ⋅ qD , CP ( s ) =

1
s2

(C-4)

Immediately:

qD , CP ( s) =

1
1
=
(
a + sbD , PSS bD , PSS

1
a
bD , PSS

)

(C-5)

+s

The inversion of Equation (B-5) can be obtained through the following general
scheme of Laplace transformation [62]:
L{c1 exp( −c2t )} =

c1
c2 + s

(C-6)

Then it gives:

qDliq (t D A ) = L−1{qD ,CP ( s)} =

1
bD , PSS

exp(−

2π
bD , PSS

tD A )

(C-7)
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Appendix D: Natural Gas Reservoir Boundary Dominated
Flow Predictions
At the first time step 1, λ and β can be assumed to be 1, so the dimensionless gas
flow rate at time step 1 can be calculated as:
1

qDgas =

bD , PSS

exp(−

2π rw2 <1>
tD )
bD , PSS A

(D-1)

The total production at time step 1 can be approximated as:

Gp <1> = q <1> ⋅ t <1>
=
=

2π khα ρ

ρ sc µ gi cgi

qD<1> ⋅

rw2 µ gi cgiφ
k

2π rw2 hφ ( ρi − ρ wf )

ρ sc

t D<1>

(D-2)

⋅ qD<1>t D<1>

Then the λ and β value in time step 2 can be calculated as

λ

<2>

Gp <1> B
= (1 −
)
OGIP

(D-3)

1
2

β < 2 > = (1 + λ < 2 > )

(D-4)

Continue the calculation. The general form:

λ

<i >

Gp < i −1> B
= (1 −
)
OGIP

β <i > =

Gp

<i >

1
t

i −1

= Gp

1

∑ 2 (λ

< i −1>
m =1
D

< i −1>

<m>

(D-5)

+ λ < m −1> )(t D< m > − t D< m −1> )

π rw2 hφ ( ρi − ρ wf ) < i >
+
⋅ (qD + qD< i −1> )(t D< i > − t D< i −1> )
ρ sc

(D-6)

(D-7)
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